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ABSTRACT 

 Manganese oxides (Mn-oxides) are some of the most reactive minerals in 

the environment, and are known to readily oxidize toxic arsenite (AsIII) to less toxic 

arsenate (AsV).  However, AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides can be quite complex, 

involving many simultaneous reactions. Also, when AsIII is oxidized by Mn-oxides, a 

reduction in the oxidation rate is often observed, which has been attributed to Mn-

oxide surface passivation.  Although AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides has been studied, 

fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of AsIII oxidation, and subsequent Mn-

oxide passivation by poorly crystalline, layered Mn-oxides (i.e. phyllomanganates), is 

lacking.  In stirred-flow experiments, AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 (a poorly crystalline 

phyllomanganate) is initially rapid but slows appreciably as the mineral surface 

became passivated.  MnII is the only reduced product of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 

during the initial period of the reaction, indicating that AsIII oxidation does not 

proceed through a MnIII intermediate.  Also, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) show that MnII sorption is the primary cause of δ-MnO2 

passivation during the early periods of AsIII oxidation.  There is also evidence that 

formation of MnIII observed in previous studies is a result of conproportionation of 

MnII sorbed onto MnIV reaction sites of δ-MnO2.  It is possible that MnIII formed 

through MnII / IV conproportionation also plays a role in δ-MnO2 passivation.  Only 

AsV is observed bound to δ-MnO2 during AsIII oxidation, and it is present in several 

adsorption complexes that change as the MnIII content in δ-MnO2 increases.  Although 

AsV is directly bound to the δ-MnO2 surface, a significant fraction is quite mobile.  

These findings show that AsIII oxidation by poorly crystalline δ-MnO2 involves 



 xii 

several simultaneous reactions and emphasizes the importance of Mn oxidation state 

in the reactivity of Mn-oxides.  Also demonstrated is the value of studying reaction 

mechanisms over a range of time scales. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Manganese Oxides 

 
Manganese-oxide minerals (Mn-oxides) are nearly ubiquitous in soils and 

sediments.  They commonly occur as fine-grained particles or coatings in terrestrial 

and aquatic environments, usually exhibiting high reactivity due to their large surface 

area and negative charge (Post, 1999).  Due to their unusually high reactivity, Mn-

oxides tend to greatly influence many chemical processes in the environment (Jenne, 

1968; Post, 1999).  For example, Mn-oxides can readily sorb and oxidize many metals 

and metalloids under typical environmental conditions (Fendorf and Zasoski, 1992; 

Foster et al., 2003; Hess and Blanchar, 1976; Manceau et al., 2002; McKenzie, 1972; 

Murray, 1975a; Murray, 1975b; Murray and Dillard, 1979; Oscarson et al., 1983; 

Posselt et al., 1968).   

In the environment, Mn exists in three oxidation states: +2, +3, and +4 (i.e. II, 

III, and IV).  The presence of multiple Mn oxidation states, in part, leads to the 

occurrence of a wide variety of Mn-oxide minerals in the environment (Post, 1999).  

The basic building block for Mn-oxides is the MnO6 octahedron.  In Mn-oxides with 

tunnel structures (i.e. tectomanganates) Mn octahedra share both edges and corners 

(Figure 1a), while in Mn-oxides with layered structures (i.e. phyllomanganates), Mn 

octahedra are arranged in sheets by sharing edges (Figure 1b, c, and d) (Dixon and 

White, 2002).  Phyllomanganates and tectomanganates are the two dominant groups of 

Mn-oxides in the environment (Post, 1999).  The most commonly identified Mn-oxide 
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minerals in soils are lithiophorite, hollandite, and birnessite (Figure 1), however, many 

Mn-oxides observed in nature are poorly-crystalline and are not able to be identified 

(Post, 1999). 

Interestingly, some bacteria and fungi are able to precipitate Mn-oxides on the 

surfaces of their cells (Tebo et al., 1997; Tebo et al., 2004).  These Mn-oxides 

precipitate as a result of enzymatic oxidation of MnII to MnIII or MnIV (Tebo et al., 

2004; Webb et al., 2005b).  MnII oxidation by microbes occurs much more rapidly 

than when MnII is oxidized without the influence of microbial enzymes (Tebo et al., 

1997; Tebo et al., 2004; Webb et al., 2005b).  This observation leads to the conclusion 

that most Mn-oxides that occur in surface environments are of biogenic origin (Shiller 

and Stephens, 2005; Tebo et al., 1997; Tebo et al., 2004).  These biogenic Mn-oxides 

tend to be highly reactive with respect to metal sorption and oxidation (Tani et al., 

2004; Toner et al., 2006; Villalobos et al., 2003; Villalobos et al., 2006; Webb et al., 

2005a; Zhu et al., 2010a; Zhu et al., 2010b). 

Because of the widespread occurrence and high reactivity of biogenic Mn-

oxides, it is important to understand their structure, especially as it relates to reactivity.  

Many of the biogenic Mn-oxides studied to date exhibit the same structure as 

hexagonal birnessite (Villalobos et al., 2003; Webb et al., 2005a; Zhu et al., 2010b). 
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Figure 1.  Schematic representations of: A. hollandite, a 2x2 tectomanganate, B. 
lithiophorite, a phyllomanganate with alternating layers of MnO6 
octahedra (blue) and (Al / Li) (OH)6 octahedra (green), C. Na 
birnessite with unstructured hydrated Na+ in interlayers (red) to 
balance the negative charge of Mn octahedral layers (blue), and D. 
top view of one Mn octahedral sheet in hexagonal birnessite with 
vacancy sites. 
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Hexagonal birnessite is a phyllomanganate composed of sheets of edge sharing Mn 

octahedra stacked vertically (in the c direction) (Drits et al., 1997; Silvester et al., 

1997).  The Mn octahedral sheets in hexagonal birnessite are almost exclusively 

composed of MnIV, and some of the sites in the Mn octahedral sheets that should be 

occupied by MnIV are vacant (Figure 1d) (Drits et al., 1997; Silvester et al., 1997; 

Villalobos et al., 2003).  These vacancy sites in hexagonal birnessite are the primary 

source of negative charge, and also contribute to the higher reactivity of hexagonal 

birnessite compared to other forms of birnessite (Drits et al., 1997).  Because Mn-

oxides precipitated on microbial surfaces are thought to be the most important Mn-

oxide minerals in the environment, studies investigating Mn-oxide reactivity in the 

environment should focus on birnessite minerals with hexagonal symmetry. 

Arsenic 

 
Arsenic (As) is a metalloid with toxic effects that have been known for 

centuries.  It has been used for medicinal purposes, as a poison, and has even been 

called “inheritance powder.”  Although As has a relatively low elemental abundance 

in the Earth’s crust, it is distributed widely in both terrestrial and marine environments 

(Nriagu, 2002).  At present, anthropogenic activities as well as natural geological 

weathering processes are acting to increase the concentration of As in and near human 
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populations around the world, causing increased concern about the affect of As 

exposure on human health. 

Some sources of As contamination in the environment are natural, primarily 

the release of inorganic As from weathering of minerals (Tamaki and Frankenberger, 

1992).  Groundwater contamination caused by the weathering of As bearing minerals 

in Southeast Asia is currently causing what some have called the largest mass 

poisoning in history (Nickson et al., 1998; Smedley et al., 2001).  Although most 

naturally occurring As is introduced to the environment as inorganic As, these species 

can also be transformed by organisms in the environment.  Some marine organisms 

can transform inorganic As, into a variety of organic As compounds (Cullen and 

Reimer, 1989).  These organic As compounds are produced primarily by 

phytoplankton and algae, and are a major source of As in human diets through 

consumption of marine macrofauna.  The global As cycle also includes anthropogenic 

sources of As, including coal burning stoves, metal smelting, industrial agriculture, 

and industrial mining (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002).  For example, methylated forms 

of As are used in the agriculture industry as defoliants, herbicides, and pesticides 

(Cullen and Reimer, 1989), and an organic arsenical is added to poultry feed as an 

antibiotic (Jackson and Bertsch, 2001).  

 Although As is present in the environment as several different species, the 

inorganic forms of As tend to be predominant (Cullen and Reimer, 1989).  In most 

environmental systems, inorganic As occurs in either the +5 oxidation state as the 

oxyanion arsenate (AsO4
3−, hereafter abbreviated AsV) or in the +3 oxidation state as 
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the arsenite ion (AsO3
3−, hereafter abbreviated AsIII).  AsV is usually partially 

protonated and exists as AsO4H1− or AsO4H2− (pKa1 = 12.19, pKa2 = 6.94, and pKa3 = 

2.24), while below pH 9.2, AsIII is fully protonated and is present as H3AsO3
0 (Sadiq, 

1997).  Therefore, under most environmental conditions, AsIII exhibits neutral charge, 

and AsV is negatively charged. 

 The toxicity of As is widely known; however, the mode of As toxicity is 

dependent on its speciation.  AsIII toxicity arises from its inhibition of dehydrogenases 

(and other proteins) by reaction with thiol or sulfhydryl groups in many proteins 

(Ehrlich, 2002).  Alternatively, the toxic effects of AsV are due to its tendency to 

compete with phosphate in cells.  In the presence of AsV, oxidative phosphorilation 

can be disrupted, causing cellular energy generation to become hindered (Winship, 

1984).  Of the inorganic forms of As, AsIII is considered to be the most toxic (i.e. more 

toxic than AsV) (Winship, 1984).  The primary As exposure to humans is through 

consumption of As contaminated drinking water, thus the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA) has set the maximum contaminant level for As in 

drinking water at 10 µg L-1 (USEPA, 2001). 

The mobility of As in terrestrial environments is generally determined by the 

extent to which it is adsorbed on mineral surfaces.  Metal oxides tend to be the 

primary sorbents of As in the environment, especially the oxides of iron (Fe) and 

aluminum (Al) (Anderson et al., 1976; Arai et al., 2001; Dixit and Hering, 2003; 

Gupta and Chen, 1978; Hingston et al., 1971; Raven et al., 1998).  Mn-oxides can also 

sorb As to some extent (Foster et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002; Parikh et al., 2008; 
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Tani et al., 2004).  Although, metal oxides are generally thought to bind AsV more 

readily than AsIII, the extent to which each species is sorbed depends greatly on pH.  

For example, AsV sorption by Fe-oxides is greater at acidic pH values, whereas AsIII 

sorption by Fe-oxides is greater at basic pH values (Dixit and Hering, 2003; Raven et 

al., 1998).  Although As sorption is pH dependent, AsIII is generally regarded as more 

mobile than its oxidized counterpart under many environmental conditions. 

The processes controlling oxidation and reduction of inorganic As in the 

environment are likely to be the primary factors controlling As speciation and thus 

mobility.  Several processes affect the oxidation state of inorganic As in the 

environment.  Microbial AsV reduction occurs in environments ranging from soil, to 

mine tailings, to marine systems and can be responsible for releasing As from solid 

phases via direct reduction of sorbed As or dissolution of As mineral phases 

(Oremland and Stolz, 2003).  Also, AsIII oxidizing bacteria have been isolated from 

environments ranging from soil to As contaminated hot-springs and lakes (Oremland 

and Stolz, 2003).   AsIII oxidation and AsV reduction can be carried out by a variety of 

bacteria under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Oremland and Stolz, 2003).  

Abiotically, oxidation of AsIII to AsV can also be carried out by Mn-oxide minerals 

commonly found in the environment (Oscarson et al., 1980; Oscarson et al., 1981a).   
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AsIII Oxidation by Phyllomanganates 

 
In some environments, sediments are capable of oxidizing AsIII to AsV without 

biological activity (Oscarson et al., 1980).  The minerals responsible for AsIII 

oxidation in the environment are Mn-oxides (Oscarson et al., 1981a; Oscarson et al., 

1981b).  However, Mn-oxide reactivity varies with mineralogy.  Specifically, 

phyllomanganates are more reactive, in terms of AsIII oxidation, than other types of 

Mn-oxides (Oscarson et al., 1983).  Among phyllomanganates, birnessite minerals 

have shown the greatest ability to oxidize AsIII (Chiu and Hering, 2000; Manning et 

al., 2002; Oscarson et al., 1983; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tournassat et al., 2002).   

The mechanisms of AsIII oxidation by phyllomanganates can be quite complex, 

involving several simultaneous reactions.  For example, AsIII oxidation by birnessite 

produces AsV and MnII as reaction products (Equation 1) (Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; 

Oscarson et al., 1983; Parikh et al., 2008; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tournassat et al., 

2002).  Also, both AsV and MnII can be 

 

MnIVO2 + H3AsIIIO3 + 2H+ → MnII + H3AsVO4 + H2O                     [1] 

 

adsorbed by birnessite (represented by >MnIVO2, Equations 2 and 3) (Oscarson et al., 

1983; Scott and Morgan, 1995). However, sorption of AsV and MnII by birnessite 

could occur at different reaction sites on the mineral surface (Manceau et al., 2002; 
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Tournassat et al., 2002).  A common observation during AsIII oxidation by 

phyllomanganates, is a decrease in the rate of oxidation  

 

MnII + >MnIVO2  →  >MnIVO2-MnII                                    [2] 

AsV + >MnIVO2  →  >MnIVO2-AsV                                        [3] 

 

(i.e. the Mn-oxide surface becomes passivated) (Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; Manning et 

al., 2002; Moore et al., 1990; Oscarson et al., 1981a; Oscarson et al., 1983; Parikh et 

al., 2008; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tani et al., 2004; Tournassat et al., 2002).  

Several causes have been attributed to the Mn-oxide passivation observed 

during AsIII oxidation.  One potential mechanism for passivation of Mn-oxide surfaces 

is sorption of MnII (Equation 2) (Oscarson et al., 1981a; Scott and Morgan, 1995).  

Typically AsV and MnII are not released into solution in stoichometric amounts during 

AsIII oxidation, indicating that some MnII is sequestered through re-adsorption to the 

Mn-oxide surface (Scott and Morgan, 1995).  Sorption of some MnII is thought to 

occur at the reactive sites where AsIII is oxidized, thus physically blocking those sites 

on the mineral surface (Oscarson et al., 1981a; Scott and Morgan, 1995).  However, no 

spectroscopic data exists to implicate MnII in Mn-oxide surface passivation. 

Most AsV produced during AsIII oxidation by phyllomanganates is released 

into solution, however, some AsV remains sorbed on the mineral surface during these 

reactions (Foster et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002).  Interestingly, more As tends to 

sorb on Mn-oxides during AsIII oxidation than when AsV is sorbed without 
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simultaneous AsIII oxidation (Manning et al., 2002; Parikh et al., 2008; Tani et al., 

2004).  Molecular modeling data indicate that AsV is more competitive for Mn-oxide 

surface sites than AsIII (Zhu et al., 2009).  Therefore, it is possible that AsV sorption on 

the Mn-oxide surface during AsIII oxidation could result in Mn-oxide passivation. 

Passivation of phyllomanganates could also occur by the formation of a Mn/As 

precipitate under certain reaction conditions.  A Mn/AsV precipitate compositionally 

close to the mineral krautite (MnIIHAsVO4 • H2O) has been observed during AsIII 

oxidation by birnessite (Tournassat et al., 2002).  Although other studies have not 

observed this precipitate, it could potentially be a source of Mn-oxide passivation 

under highly contaminated conditions in the environment. 

Most recent attention has been given to the formation of a MnIII intermediate, 

produced during AsIII oxidation by phyllomanganates as a cause of Mn-oxide 

passivation (Nesbitt et al., 1998; Tournassat et al., 2002).  During AsIII oxidation by 

birnessite, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) observes the proportion of MnIII 

and OH- at the mineral surface increase, (Nesbitt et al., 1998).  The observed increase 

in MnIII content at the Mn-oxide surface leads to the conclusion that oxidation of AsIII 

by birnessite proceeds as two discrete electron transfers, where MnIII reactive sites are 

an intermediate reaction product (MnOOH in Equations 4 and 5).   

 

2MnIVO2 + H3AsIIIO3 + H2O → 2MnIIIOOH + H3AsVO4                         [4] 

2MnIIIOOH + H3AsIIIO3 + 4H+
 → 2MnII(aq) + H3AsVO4 + 3H2O                   [5] 
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These results offer spectroscopic evidence for the non-stoichometric release of AsV 

and MnII during AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides.  However, unlike previous studies, XPS 

data suggest that the differences in AsV and MnII appearance in solution is not due to 

MnII blocking reaction sites, but rather the formation of a MnIII intermediate (Nesbitt 

et al., 1998).  MnIII reactive sites could contribute to Mn-oxide passivation because 

they are less reactive than MnIV reactive sites in Mn-oxides (Chiu and Hering, 2000; 

Zhu et al., 2009). 

Research Objectives 

 
Contamination of soils and waters with As is a major concern throughout the 

world and is a threat to human health.  The fate, transport and bioavailability of As in 

the environment is primarily impacted by sorption on metal oxides and redox 

reactions.  There is a need to better understand the role that the most environmentally 

relevant mineral surfaces play in controlling As speciation in the environment.  

Biogenic Mn-oxides are arguably some of the most reactive and important natural 

materials that impact As speciation, and thus its toxicity and bioavailability. 

Although several studies have investigated AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides, very 

few have used poorly-crystalline phyllomanganates representative of the most 

environmentally important Mn-oxide minerals (e.g. poorly crystalline hexagonal 

birnessite).  Thus, the mechanisms of As oxidation and sorption on poorly crystalline, 

environmentally representative Mn-oxides have not been fully elucidated.  Also, 
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discrepancies in the cause of Mn-oxide passivation during AsIII oxidation exist in the 

literature.  In addition, the mobility of As sorbed on phyllomanganate surfaces has not 

been fully explored.  To date, there is has not been a through study of the reaction 

mechanisms of AsIII oxidation, As sorption, and Mn-oxide passivation over time.  An 

increased understanding of these reactions is needed in order to better understand the 

overall reaction mechanism for AsIII oxidation, and more accurately predict processes 

that may occur in natural systems. 

The goal of this research is to provide insight into the complexity of AsIII 

oxidation by poorly crystalline hexagonal birnessite and the impacts of this reaction on 

As transformations in the environment.  Three objectives are central to achieving this 

goal: 

 

I. Determine the mechanisms of AsIII oxidation and As sorption on poorly 

crystalline hexagonal birnessite. 

 

II. Determine the mechanisms of Mn-oxide surface passivation during AsIII 

oxidation. 

 

III. Determine the mobility of AsV sorbed on poorly crystalline hexagonal 

birnessite. 
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Chapter 1 

ARSENITE OXIDATION BY A POORLY-CRYSTALLINE MANGANESE 
OXIDE: STIRRED-FLOW EXPERIMENTS 

Abstract 

 
Manganese-oxides (Mn-oxides) are quite reactive, with respect to arsenite 

(AsIII) oxidation.  However, studies regarding the pathways of AsIII oxidation, over a 

range of time scales, by poorly-crystalline Mn-oxides, are lacking.  In stirred-flow 

experiments, AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 (a poorly crystalline hexagonal birnessite) is 

initially rapid but slows appreciably after several hours of reaction.  MnII is the only 

reduced product of δ-MnO2 formed by AsIII oxidation during the initial, most rapid 

phase of the reaction.  There seems to be evidence that the formation of MnIII observed 

in previous studies is a result of conproportionation of MnII sorbed onto MnIV reaction 

sites rather than from direct reduction of MnIV by AsIII.  The only evidence of arsenic 

(As) sorption is during the initial period of rapid AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, and As 

sorption is greater when AsV and MnII occur simultaneously in solution.  Our findings 

indicate that AsIII oxidation by poorly-crystalline δ-MnO2 involves several 

simultaneous reactions and reinforces the importance of Mn oxidation state in the 

reactivity of Mn-oxides, as well as the value of studying reaction mechanisms over a 

range of time scales. 
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Introduction 

 
  Manganese-oxide (Mn-oxide) minerals are powerful oxidizing agents, and 

they play an important role in many redox processes in the environment.  Specifically, 

Mn-oxides have been observed as the primary oxidizing agent of arsenic (As) in some 

environments (Oscarson et al., 1981a; Oscarson et al., 1981b).  The oxidation of 

arsenite (AsIII) to arsenate (AsV) is an important reaction in the environment because it 

decreases As mobility by increasing its tendency to be sorbed to mineral surfaces 

(Dixit and Hering, 2003; Gupta and Chen, 1978; Hingston et al., 1971).  Also, since 

AsV is less toxic than AsIII (Petrick et al., 2000), Mn-oxides can act as detoxifying 

agents. 

 The reactivity of Mn-oxide minerals varies with their mineralogy, and layered 

Mn-oxide minerals (i.e. phyllomanganates) are more reactive, in terms of AsIII 

oxidation, than other types of Mn-oxides (Chiu and Hering, 2000; Manning et al., 

2002; Oscarson et al., 1983; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tournassat et al., 2002).  During 

reaction with AsIII, phyllomanganates become passivated, i.e. AsIII oxidization initially 

proceeds rapidly, followed by a decrease in oxidation rate (Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; 

Manning et al., 2002; Moore et al., 1990; Oscarson et al., 1981a; Parikh et al., 2008; 

Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tani et al., 2004; Tournassat et al., 2002).  In early studies, 

passivation of the Mn-oxide surface (represented by >MnIVO2 in Equation 1.1) was 

attributed to sorption of MnII (Equation 1.1), which is created during AsIII oxidation 

(Equation 1.2) (Oscarson et al., 1981a; Scott and Morgan, 1995).  However, discovery 
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of a MnIII intermediate, produced during AsIII oxidation by phyllomanganates (Nesbitt 

et al., 1998), has been proposed as  

 

MnII + >MnIVO2 → >MnIVO2-MnII                                [1.1] 

MnIVO2 + H3AsIIIO3 + 2H+ → MnII + H3AsVO4 + H2O                   [1.2] 

 

another cause of Mn-oxide passivation (Nesbitt et al., 1998; Tournassat et al., 2002) 

(Equations 1.3 and 1.4).  The MnIII reactive site (MnIIIOOH in Equations 1.3 and 1.4) 

on a Mn-oxide surface is expected to be less reactive than a MnIV reactive site, in 

terms of AsIII oxidation (Zhu et al., 2009). 

 

2MnIVO2 + H3AsIIIO3 + H2O → 2MnIIIOOH + H3AsVO4                    [1.3] 

2MnIIIOOH + H3AsIIIO3 + 4H+
 → 2MnII(aq) + H3AsVO4 + 3H2O           [1.4] 

 

Although most AsV produced during AsIII oxidation by phyllomanganates is released 

into solution, it is also possible that some AsV is sorbed by the solid phase and thus 

can also contribute to passivation of the mineral surface (Foster et al., 2003; Manning 

et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2009).  Passivation of phyllomanganates can also occur by the 

formation of a Mn/As precipitate under certain reaction conditions (Tournassat et al., 

2002).  

 Although several Mn-oxide minerals have the ability to oxidize AsIII, the most 

reactive Mn-oxides have a great potential to affect As speciation, even when present in 
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small quantities.  There is evidence that a large number of Mn-oxides found in surface 

environments are poorly-crystalline and of biogenic origin (Shiller and Stephens, 

2005; Tebo et al., 2004).  Also, these poorly-crystalline biogenic Mn-oxides may be 

among the most reactive Mn-oxides in the environment (Tebo et al., 2004).  Therefore, 

it is important to understand the reactivity of poorly-crystalline Mn-oxides, as it relates 

to As speciation, not only because of their higher reactivity, but also because of their 

abundance in the environment. 

 Because the reactivity of phyllomanganates can decrease over time, it is 

important to understand the causes of this passivation and how it affects As speciation.  

A number of studies have investigated AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides; however the 

fundamental mechanisms controlling the reactions between AsIII and poorly-

crystalline, environmentally representative Mn-oxides are not entirely clear.  

Accordingly, in this study, the reactions of AsIII with a poorly-crystalline hexagonal 

birnessite, δ-MnO2, are investigated, using a stirred-flow technique over a range of 

time scales, in order to better understand the kinetics and mechanisms of reaction 

processes and their influence on the speciation and mobility of As in natural systems.  

A unique benefit of stirred-flow techniques in measuring reaction kinetics is that 

reaction products are removed from the reactor, thus limiting potential reactions 

between these products and the mineral surface being studied. 
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Materials and Methods 

δ-MnO2 Synthesis and Characterization 

 
δ-MnO2, a poorly-crystalline, phyllomanganate, was used in the studies 

presented here because of its high reactivity as well as its similarities to biogenic Mn-

oxides (Villalobos et al., 2003).  δ-MnO2 is a form of hexagonal birnessite with a low 

degree of stacking of phyllomanganate sheets (Drits et al., 1997; Silvester et al., 

1997).  δ-MnO2, was synthesized by drop wise addition of a 100 mL solution 

containing 11.29 g Mn(NO3)2·4H2O to a 100 mL solution containing 2.4 g NaOH and 

4.74 g KMnO4, corresponding to a final MnII:MnVII:OH ratio of 3:2:4 (Morgan and 

Stumm, 1964).  After adding MnII to the basic permanganate solution, the resulting 

suspension was stirred overnight (at least 12 hours) to allow complete 

conproportionation of MnII and MnVII to MnIV.  Following synthesis, δ-MnO2 was 

washed with 18.2 MΩ deionized (DI) water via centrifugation (10,000 RCF for 15 

min) three times and then dialyzed (Spectra/Por, 12,000–14,000 MWCO, Spectrum) in 

DI water until the conductivity of dialysis water remained unchanged for 12 hours 

(usually 2 days).  Following dialysis, δ-MnO2 was transferred to a polypropylene 

bottle, suspended in DI water, and stored at 4 oC prior to use in experiments.  

Experiments were conducted using δ-MnO2 within three weeks of synthesis. 

 The average oxidation state of Mn in the δ-MnO2 structure used in these 

experiments was determined, by oxalate titration (Villalobos et al., 2003), to be 3.95.  

The point of zero charge (PZC) of δ-MnO2 is 1.85 using the prolonged salt titration 
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method (PST) appropriate for Mn-oxides as outlined by Tan et al. (2008) (Figure 1.1).  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed that the only product of the synthesis was poorly-

crystalline δ-MnO2 (Figure 2.3, Chapter 2).  The surface area of δ-MnO2 was 273.5 m2 

g-1, using BET analysis in which air-dried δ-MnO2 was purged with a dry He 

atmosphere at room temperature (~25 oC) for 16 hours to remove as much water as 

possible without heating the mineral.  An average δ-MnO2 particle size of 450 nm was 

determined by dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer ® Nano Series, Malvern Instruments 

Ltd.).  High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) further showed 

that δ-MnO2 had few, small crystalline domains surrounded by poorly-crystalline (i.e. 

TEM amorphous) material, all of which were aggregated together into larger particles 

that varied in size (Figure 1.2).  

Stirred-Flow Experiments 

 
AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 was investigated using a modified version of the stirred-

flow reactor described by Wielinga et al. (2001).  The original reactor was modified to 

reduce the reaction chamber volume to 30 mL for use in these experiments. The 

reaction suspension was mixed at 100 rpm via a magnetic stir bar suspended in the 

reaction chamber.  During stirred-flow experiments, δ-MnO2 suspensions were 

retained in the reactor at the inlet by solution flowing into the reactor at 1 mL/min and 

at the outlet by a 0.22 µm pore size filter.  Effluent solution was collected by a fraction 

collector and stored at 4 oC in the dark until analysis. 
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Figure 1.1.  Point of zero charge of δ-MnO2 measured by the prolonged salt 
titration method. 
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Figure 1.2.  Transmission electron micrographs of unreacted δ-MnO2 (A and B), 
and δ-MnO2 reacted with AsIII for 48 hours (C and D). 
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 All reactions were conducted in a background electrolyte solution of 10mM 

NaCl and 5mM MOPS adjusted to pH 7.2.  The δ-MnO2 concentration in stirred-flow 

reactions was 1 g/L (corresponding to 30 mg δ-MnO2 in the reactor).  Before each 

experiment, background electrolyte solution was introduced into the reactor at a flow 

rate of 1 mL/min for at least 2 hours.  Each experiment was conducted by flowing 

solution consisting of the background electrolyte and a reactant (i.e. AsIII, AsV, or 

MnII) into the reaction chamber by a peristaltic pump at 1 mL/min for the duration of 

the experiment.  All stirred-flow experiments were conducted at least in duplicate.  A 

stopped-flow test was conducted (Bar-Tal et al., 1990), and it was determined that 

kinetic processes were being observed. 

 The flow rate used for all stirred-flow reactions in this study was 1 mL/min, 

and the concentration of reactants when each reaction started (i.e. t = 0) was zero.  

Thus, when a reactant was introduced into the stirred-flow reactor, some time was 

required before the reactant concentration in the reactor reached equilibrium (i.e. 

concentration of a reactant entering the reactor equaled the concentration of that same 

reactant leaving the reactor, assuming no retention of that reactant in the stirred-flow 

reactor).  For example, when 100 µM AsIII was introduced to the stirred-flow reactor, 

3.4 hours were required for the concentration of total As flowing out of the reactor to 

equal 100 µM (assuming no As sorption).  To minimize confusion caused by this 

dilution during the first 3.4 hours, it is useful to consider the concentration of each As 

species as a % of the total As in the reactor (Figure 1.3b). 
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 In all experiments, AsIII and AsV were quantified by liquid chromatography 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LC-ICP-MS), and Mn in the stirred-

flow reactor effluent was quantified by ICP-MS.  By measuring both reactants and 

products in the stirred-flow effluent, a mass balance relationship for As and Mn could 

be calculated at any given time point.  The amount of As sorbed during the reaction 

was determined by calculating the difference between the mass of As (nmol) 

introduced into the reactor and the mass of As (nmol) removed from the reactor in the 

effluent at each sampling point. 

Results and Discussion 

AsIII Oxidation by δ-MnO2 

 
We hypothesize that four possible pathways exist for the oxidation of AsIII by 

δ-MnO2, with each pathway using a different combination of Mn reactive sites on the 

δ-MnO2 surface for AsIII oxidation.  In the first pathway, one AsIII molecule reacts 

with one MnIV reactive site (represented by >MnIV-OH in Equations 1.5 – 1.7; 

protonation state based on Peacock and Sherman (2007)) producing one AsV molecule 

and one MnII molecule (Equation 1.5).  One AsIII molecule could also react with two 

MnIV reactive sites producing one AsV molecule and two MnIII reactive sites 

(represented by >MnIII-OH2 in Equations 1.6 – 1.8; protonation state based on 

Ramstedt et al. (2004)) (Equation 1.6). 
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Figure 1.3.  (A.) The amount (nmol) of As sorbed as well as amounts (nmol) of 
AsIII, AsV, and MnII in the effluent of a stirred-flow experiment 
reacting 1 g/L δ-MnO2 with 100 µM AsIII flowing at 1 mL/min for 
48 hours.  (B.) The proportion (%) of As as AsIII, AsV, and As sorbed 
to δ-MnO2 during the first 15 hours of the same stirred-flow 
experiment. 
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>MnIV-OH + H3AsIIIO3(aq) → MnII(aq) + HAsVO4

2-(aq) + 3H+                [1.5] 

2(>MnIV-OH) + H3AsIIIO3(aq) + H2O → 2(>MnIII-OH2) + HAsVO4
2-(aq) + 2H+  [1.6] 

 

The third and fourth potential AsIII oxidation pathways require that the δ-MnO2 

surface first contain MnIII reactive sites.  One proposed mechanism is for MnIII to be 

formed directly through AsIII oxidation (Equations 1.3 and 1.6) (Nesbitt et al., 1998).  

However, recent studies have indicated that MnIII can be formed by 

conproportionation of MnII and MnIV at the δ-MnO2 surface.  In this 

conproportionation reaction, MnII is oxidized, MnIV is reduced, and the resulting 

product is MnIII (Perez-Benito, 2002; Webb et al., 2005).  MnIII produced by 

conproportionation of MnII and MnIV could produce soluble MnIII, but with no ligand 

to stabilize MnIII in the reactions discussed here, any soluble MnIII should quickly 

disproportionate back into MnII and MnIV (Morgan, 2000).  Therefore, we assume all 

MnIII in these reactions is associated with the δ-MnO2 surface. 

One possibility for AsIII to be oxidized by MnIII is through the reaction of one 

AsIII molecule with one MnIII reactive site and one MnIV reactive site, resulting in one 

AsV molecule, one MnII molecule and one MnIII reactive site (Equation 1.7).  The final 

potential pathway for AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 is for one AsIII molecule to react with 

two MnIII reactive sites forming one AsV molecule and two MnII molecules (Equation 

1.8).  When 100 µM AsIII is reacted with 1 g/L δ-MnO2, there are two clear reaction  
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>MnIV-OH + >MnIII-OH2 + H3AsIIIO3(aq) →  

MnII(aq) + >MnIII-OH2 + HAsVO4
2-(aq) + 3H+   [1.7] 

 

2(>MnIII-OH2) + H3AsIIIO3(aq) → 2MnII(aq) + HAsVO4
2-(aq) + H2O + 4H+    [1.8] 

 

phases.  During the initial 6.4 hours of reaction, only AsV appears in the reactor 

effluent, indicating that all AsIII introduced into the reactor during this period is 

oxidized to AsV or sorbed onto the δ-MnO2 surface (Figure 1.3).  After 6.4 hours of 

reaction, a second phase of the reaction begins, in which the oxidation rate of AsIII 

slows, as indicated by the appearance and subsequent increase of AsIII in the reactor 

effluent from 6.4 - 48 hours (Figure 1.3).  Thus, the first 6.4 hours of reaction between 

AsIII and δ-MnO2 represents the period of highest reactivity and the most rapid rate of 

AsIII oxidation.  Although the rate decreases from 6.4 - 48 hours, AsIII oxidation is 

continuous throughout the experiment. 

 The observed decrease in reactivity of δ-MnO2 when reacted with AsIII (Figure 

1.3) can be attributed to passivation of the δ-MnO2 surface.  As discussed previously, 

passivation of phyllomanganates is likely caused by formation of less reactive MnIII 

sites, sorption of MnII, or sorption of AsV.  Passivation caused by physically blocking 

reaction sites likely occurs by MnII or AsV sorbing at δ-MnO2 edge sites, which likely 

is the location of AsIII oxidation (Tournassat et al., 2002).  The net effect of physically 

blocking some surface sites where AsIII can be oxidized is that fewer reaction sites are 
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available for AsIII oxidation, resulting in an apparent slowing in AsIII oxidation rate.  

On the other hand, passivation by the formation of MnIII sites on the δ-MnO2 surface 

should not decrease the number of available reactive sites, but rather replace more 

reactive MnIV sites with less reactive MnIII sites.  The roles of both As and Mn in 

passivation of δ-MnO2 is discussed in the following sections. 

 During AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, As retained on the solid phase via 

precipitation of a MnII/AsV precipitate (Tournassat et al., 2002) could also lead to 

passivation.  The data in Figure 1.3 suggest that a precipitate is not formed during AsIII 

oxidation by δ-MnO2 because there is no increase in As associated with δ-MnO2 

beyond 12.4 hours of reaction.  Also, TEM images of δ-MnO2 reacted with AsIII do 

not reveal a change in particle morphology as is expected with the precipitation of a 

new mineral phase (Figure 1.2). 

Arsenic Sorption 

 
When AsIII is oxidized by δ-MnO2 in a stirred-flow reactor, two periods of As 

sorption are observed.  Initially (0 - 0.4 hours) all As added to the reactor is 

completely sorbed, followed by continuous decrease in As sorption until 2.8 hours, at 

which point no As is sorbed by δ-MnO2 (Figure 1.3b).  Subsequently, a second period 

of As sorption occurs from 2.8 – 13.6 hours.  During this second period of As 

sorption, less As is sorbed than during the initial period of As sorption (Figure 1.3b), 

and no further As sorption occurs after 13.6 hours.  Interestingly, the peak of the 
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second period of As sorption during AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, coincides with the 

first appearance of AsIII and MnII in the reactor effluent (Figure 1.3), which is also the 

point at which δ-MnO2 reactivity decreases.  Sorption of As at δ-MnO2 edge sites 

could play a role in δ-MnO2 passivation.  It is unlikely, however, that As sorption is 

the only cause of δ-MnO2 passivation since the rate of AsIII oxidation continues to 

decrease well after As sorption has stopped (Figure 1.3). 

 While AsIII must be sorbed to the δ-MnO2 surface prior to its oxidation, 

previous experimental results indicate that when either AsV or AsIII is reacted with 

phyllomanganates, As is retained only as AsV on the mineral surface (Manning et al., 

2002).  Although stirred-flow techniques have the unique benefit of removing 

products from the reactor (in this case, AsV), sorption of AsV onto the surface of Mn-

oxides can be more rapid than the 3.4 hours required to completely remove it from the 

reactor in these experiments (Manning et al., 2002).  The sorption of As during AsIII 

oxidation is evidence that AsV cannot be removed from the stirred-flow reactor in 

these experiments quickly enough to completely prevent its interaction with the δ-

MnO2 surface (Figure 1.3). Therefore, in order to understand the reaction mechanisms 

controlling AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, specifically δ-MnO2 passivation, one must also 

understand the interactions between AsV and the δ-MnO2 surface.   

 In order to better understand As sorption mechanisms that occur during AsIII 

oxidation, stirred flow experiments were conducted by reacting pristine δ-MnO2 with 

AsV alone and with AsV and MnII simultaneously, in addition to reacting MnII-
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saturated δ-MnO2 with AsIII.  To produce MnII-saturated δ-MnO2, 50 µM MnII was 

reacted with δ-MnO2 for 48 hours, followed immediately by reaction with 100 µM 

AsIII for an additional 48 hours.  The purpose of reacting δ-MnO2 with MnII for 48 

hours was to ensure that the δ-MnO2 surface was saturated with MnII, thus allowing 

MnII to block as many δ-MnO2 reaction sites as possible.  After 22 hours of reaction, 

MnII appeared in the stirred-flow reactor effluent, confirming that δ-MnO2 was 

saturated with MnII (data not shown). 

In all experiments, an initial period of high As sorption occurs (Figure 1.4).  

However, when pristine δ-MnO2 is reacted with 100 µM AsV or when MnII-saturated 

δ-MnO2 is reacted with 100 µM AsIII, no second period of As sorption is seen, unlike 

AsIII oxidation by pristine δ-MnO2 (Figure 1.4).  Also, the second period of As 

sorption observed when AsIII is oxidized by pristine δ-MnO2 does occur when AsV and 

MnII are reacted simultaneously with pristine δ-MnO2 (Figure 1.4).  A comparison of 

the total As sorbed in these experiments reveals that more As is sorbed when AsIII is 

reacted with pristine δ-MnO2 (130.7 nmolAs sorbed) or when AsV and MnII are reacted 

with pristine δ-MnO2 simultaneously (425.5 nmolAs sorbed) than when AsV is reacted 

with pristine δ-MnO2 (87.6 nmolAs sorbed) or AsIII is reacted with MnII-saturated δ-

MnO2 (111.0 nmolAs sorbed).  The increase in As sorption during AsIII oxidation 

compared to the As sorbed during the reaction of AsV with phyllomanganates has been 

reported previously (Manning et al., 2002; Oscarson et al., 1983; Parikh et al., 2008;  
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Figure 1.4.  Percentage of As sorbed by δ-MnO2 over time in four stirred-flow 
experiments. Three stirred-flow experiments were conducted by 
reacting 1 g/L of pristine δ-MnO2 with 100 µM AsIII, 100 µM AsV, or 
100 µM AsV and 100 µM MnII simultaneously, while the other 
experiment was conducted by reacting 1 g/L of MnII-saturated δ-
MnO2 with 100 µM AsIII. 
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Tani et al., 2004).  Also, an increase in MnII concentration in solution simultaneously 

with AsV enhances As sorption while saturating δ-MnO2 with MnII prior to AsIII 

oxidation leads to an intermediate increase in As sorption, compared to AsV sorbed to 

δ-MnO2 alone.  δ-MnO2 is expected to possess two types of reaction sites: vacancy 

sites within phyllomanganate sheets and edge sites at the edges of Mn octahedral 

sheets (Drits et al., 1997).  Arsenic is probably oxidized and sorbed only at edge sites 

of δ-MnO2 (Tournassat et al., 2002), while heavy metal (including MnII) sorption 

probably occurs both on edge sites as well as vacancy sites of δ-MnO2 (Manceau et 

al., 2007; Peacock and Sherman, 2007).  Because of their high density of negative 

charge, it is likely that vacancy sites are the primary location of MnII sorption, until 

they are all occupied.  After all vacancy sites are saturated, MnII can potentially 

compete with As for edge sites.  It is possible that the initial period of As sorption 

during AsIII oxidation (i.e. 0 – 2.8 hours), occurs during the period that MnII reacts 

only with vacancy sites, and the second period of As sorption (2.8-13.2 hours) is when 

MnII begins to react with edge sites.  This scenario explains the overall decrease in As 

sorption during AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, but fails to account for the two observed 

periods of sorption. 

There are two previously observed reactions that can potentially explain the 

second period of As sorption during AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2.  First, as MnII begins 

to react with δ-MnO2 edge sites, a ternary MnII-AsV sorption complex might form, 

causing an increase in As sorption.  It is also known that MnII can undergo 
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conproportionation with MnIV on the δ-MnO2 surface, forming MnIII reactive sites 

(discussed in detail later), which may occur when MnII begins to react at δ-MnO2 edge 

sites.  A newly formed MnIII reactive site on the δ-MnO2 surface could create new 

sorption sites for As, which might explain the second period of As sorption.  However, 

without spectroscopic data of As sorption complexes, elucidating the As sorption 

mechanisms is difficult. 

Role of Mn Speciation in δ-MnO2 Reactivity 

 
Mn speciation plays a crucial, determining role in both As sorption by δ-MnO2 

and passivation of the δ-MnO2 surface during AsIII oxidation.  Therefore, one must 

understand the reactions controlling Mn speciation at the δ-MnO2 surface in order to 

understand the mechanisms involved in As oxidation and sorption by δ-MnO2.  

Although it is important to understand Mn speciation at the δ-MnO2 surface, direct 

characterization of Mn in the δ-MnO2 solid phase is not possible using only the 

aqueous phase data presented here.  However, inferences can be made regarding Mn 

speciation at the δ-MnO2 surface by examining possible reaction pathways using 

aqueous phase data from stirred-flow reactions. 

 To investigate the role of MnII sorption in δ-MnO2 passivation, a stirred-flow 

experiment was conducted measuring AsIII oxidation by MnII-saturated δ-MnO2 

(described previously).  When MnII-saturated δ-MnO2 is reacted with AsIII, the initial 

rapid oxidation of AsIII observed during AsIII oxidation by pristine δ-MnO2, does not  
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Figure 1.5.  AsV, AsIII, and MnII concentrations in the effluent of a stirred-flow 
reaction in which a 1 g/L suspension of MnII-saturated δ-MnO2 was 
reacted with 100 µM AsIII flowing at 1 mL/min for 48 hours. δ-
MnO2 was saturated by reaction with 50 µM MnII, and no Mn was 
added to the stirred-flow reactor during the time period shown. 
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occur (Figures 1.3 and 1.5), however, the initial reactivity of MnII-saturated δ-MnO2 is 

nearly identical to that of pristine δ-MnO2 beyond 6.4 hours (Figures 1.3 and 1.5). 

These results seem to indicate that reaction of MnII with the δ-MnO2 surface plays an 

important role in the passivation of pristine δ-MnO2 during the first ~6 hours of AsIII 

oxidation.  Although initial reactivity is decreased when δ-MnO2 is saturated with 

MnII, δ-MnO2 is still able to oxidize AsIII when saturated with MnII.  This indicates 

that there are still some reaction sites on the δ-MnO2 surface that are not blocked by 

AsV and MnII, for which AsIII is competitive.  The ability of MnII sorption to passivate 

δ-MnO2 similar to passivation during AsIII oxidation seems to imply that AsV sorption 

plays a limited role in passivation of δ-MnO2 during AsIII oxidation.   

When considering surface passivation in the initial phases of AsIII oxidation by 

δ-MnO2, it is important to determine the importance of MnII sorption versus formation 

of less reactive MnIII surface sites.  During the first 5.2 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-

MnO2, when the highest amounts of AsV occur in the reactor, no Mn appears in the 

reactor effluent (Figure 1.3a).  The lack of Mn in the reactor effluent early in the 

reaction, when MnIV predominates the δ-MnO2 structure (average Mn oxidation state 

of pristine δ-MnO2 = 3.95), indicates that AsIII oxidation produces either MnIII reactive 

sites at the δ-MnO2 surface (Equation 1.6), or MnII (Equation 1.5) which is completely 

retained by the δ-MnO2 surface.  It is difficult to distinguish MnII versus MnIII 

formation by As data in the stirred-flow effluent alone. 
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One possible way to decipher the prevalence of MnIII reactive sites produced 

versus the prevalence of MnII produced by AsIII oxidation is by utilizing the MnII 

sorption capacity of δ-MnO2.  Sorption capacity of δ-MnO2 can be evaluated by 

sorbing MnII to pristine δ-MnO2 in a stirred-flow reactor.  By assuming that MnII will 

not appear in the stirred-flow reactor effluent until δ-MnO2 is saturated with MnII, the 

time at which MnII appears in the effluent can be considered the time at which δ-MnO2 

is (very nearly) saturated.  By comparing the time required for MnII to appear in the 

reactor effluent when 100 µM MnII is reacted with pristine δ-MnO2 to the time 

required for MnII to appear in the reactor effluent during 100 µM AsIII oxidation by δ-

MnO2, conclusions can be made regarding how much MnII versus MnIII is produced by 

AsIII oxidation.  This comparison requires the assumption that MnII will not appear in 

the reactor effluent of either reaction until the δ-MnO2 surface is saturated (or very 

nearly saturated) with MnII.  When 100 µM MnII is reacted with δ-MnO2, dissolved 

Mn appears in the reactor effluent after 7.6 hours of reaction, which is similar to the 

time that MnII appears in stirred-flow effluent during the reaction of 100 µM AsIII with 

δ-MnO2 (6.4 hours) (Figure 1.6).  The most probable reason for MnII appearance in the 

reactor effluent at a slightly earlier time when AsIII is oxidized than during MnII 

sorption, is dissolution of the δ-MnO2 surface during AsIII oxidation, which results in 

fewer sorption sites for MnII.  On the other hand, when 50 µM MnII is reacted with δ-

MnO2, dissolved Mn does not appear in the reactor effluent until 12.4 hours of 

reaction.  The appearance of MnII in the stirred-flow reactor effluent at approximately 
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the same time during oxidation of 100 µM AsIII and during the sorption of 100 µM 

MnII indicates that during the initial phase of rapid AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, a nearly 

equal amount of MnII is sorbed by δ-MnO2.  Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude 

that MnII is the primary reduced Mn product of AsIII oxidation. 

However, there is more than one pathway that can produce MnII from the 

oxidation of AsIII by δ-MnO2.  Either a combination of equations 6 and 8, or equation 

1.5 alone can produce the same amount of MnII from the oxidation of AsIII.  If 

equation 1.5 is solely responsible, all AsIII oxidation produces MnII with no MnIII 

intermediate, and if equations 1.6 and 1.8 are solely responsible the net result is the 

same, with the exception of the formation of a MnIII intermediate.  Batch experiments 

were conducted under the same reaction conditions as stirred-flow experiments, using 

manganite (γ-MnIIIOOH) as a proxy for MnIII reaction sites on δ-MnO2, and they 

indicate that AsIII oxidation by MnIII is negligible within 48 hours (Figure 1.7).  Thus, 

we can infer that AsIII oxidation by MnIII reactive sites on the δ-MnO2 surface 

(Equations 1.7 and 1.8) is too slow to be significant during the first 6.4 hours of 

reaction between AsIII and δ-MnO2.  Therefore, we conclude that AsIII oxidation 

occurs as a 2 electron transfer with δ-MnO2, and does not proceed through a MnIII 

intermediate early in the reaction.  Luther and Popp (2002) have also proposed a 2 

electron transfer in the oxidation of an oxyanion (nitrite) by a Mn-oxide similar to δ-

MnO2.  The data presented here do not preclude the presence of MnIII sites on δ-MnO2 

during the first 6.4 hours of reaction, but they seem to indicate that MnIII formed  
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Figure 1.6.  Change in MnII concentration over time in the effluent of six stirred-
flow reactions.  Stirred-flow experiments were conducted by 
reacting 1 g/L of pristine δ-MnO2 with: 50 µM MnII, or 100 µM 
MnII, or 100 µM AsIII, or 100 µM MnII and 50 µM AsV 
simultaneously, or 100 µM MnII and 100 µM AsV simultaneously.  
Also, one stirred-flow reaction was conducted by reacting 100 µM 
AsIII with 1 g/L of MnII-saturated δ-MnO2. 
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Figure 1.7.  Batch reaction of AsIII with manganite (γ-MnIIIOOH) in the presence 
of 10 mM NaCl and 5 mM MOPS (pH = 7.2). 
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during this time is from MnII / IV conproportionation rather than AsIII reduction of 

MnIV. 

After the δ-MnO2 surface becomes passivated (i.e. after 6.4 hours), the reaction 

pathways are less clear.  Both the rate of Mn release and AsV production by δ-MnO2 

stabilize after 16 hours and begin to decrease at approximately the same rate for the 

remainder of the experiment.  For the pathway represented in equation 1.5 to be solely 

responsible for AsIII oxidation (i.e. all MnIV oxidized directly to MnII with no MnIII 

intermediate), an AsV: MnII molar ratio of 1:1 is expected in the reactor effluent 

(assuming no net MnII sorption, which is expected at this point in the reaction due to 

surface saturation by MnII).  If the pathway represented by equations 1.6 and 1.8 is 

solely responsible for AsIII oxidation (i.e. all MnIV is reduced to MnIII before further 

reduction to MnII), an AsV: MnII ratio of 1:1 is also expected in the reactor effluent.  

However, if MnIII reactive sites on the surface of δ-MnO2, are solely responsible for 

AsIII oxidation (Equation 1.8), an AsV: MnII ratio of 1:2 is expected in the reactor 

effluent.  Interestingly, from 16 - 48 hours of reaction there is an average of 5.2 nmols 

more MnII than AsV in the reactor effluent, corresponding to an AsV: MnII ratio of 

1:1.15.  Therefore, a single reaction pathway cannot definitively describe the stirred-

flow effluent AsV and Mn concentrations from 16 - 48 hours.  One possible 

explanation for the presence of more MnII than AsV in stirred-flow effluent from 16 - 

48 hours (Figure 1.3) is heterogeneous AsIII oxidation by MnIII and MnIV reactive sites 

(i.e. a combination of Equations 1.5 – 1.8).  Assuming slow oxidation of AsIII by MnIII 
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sites, (either from Equation 1.8 or from MnII/MnIV conproportionation), slightly more 

MnII could be released than AsV if the pathway represented in equation 1.5 is also 

operational.  The AsV: MnII ratio of 1:1.15 could also be a result of the slow release of 

sorbed MnII during the reductive dissolution of δ-MnO2. 

The stirred flow experiments discussed here indicate that AsIII oxidation by 

pristine δ-MnO2 initially favors the formation of MnII rather than MnIII reactive sites.  

However, when AsIII is oxidized by passivated δ-MnO2 (by reaction with MnII or 

AsIII), the reaction is more complex and probably involves several reaction pathways 

occurring simultaneously.  Also, AsIII oxidation by passivated δ-MnO2 probably 

includes AsIII oxidation by MnIII reactive sites, which likely come from 

conproportionation of sorbed MnII rather than from AsIII oxidation.  Spectroscopic 

data are required to verify the origin of MnIII reactive sites on δ-MnO2, which is 

discussed in Chapter 2.  When Mn-oxide minerals become passivated, as is expected 

in natural environments, their reactivity can decrease significantly.  Overall, the results 

presented here show that AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 can be quite complex, and the 

reactions involved vary in their importance over time.  This study clearly demonstrates 

the value of investigating AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides over time. 
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Chapter 2 

ARSENITE OXIDATION BY A POORLY-CRYSTALLINE MANGANESE 
OXIDE: RESULTS FROM X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY AND X-

RAY DIFFRACTION 

Abstract 

 
 Arsenite (AsIII) oxidation by manganese oxides (Mn-oxides) serves to detoxify 

and, under many conditions, immobilize arsenic (As) by forming arsenate (AsV).  AsIII 

oxidation by MnIV-oxides can be quite complex, involving many simultaneous 

forward reactions and subsequent back reactions.  During AsIII oxidation by Mn-

oxides, a reduction in oxidation rate is often observed, which is attributed to Mn-oxide 

surface passivation.  X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) data show that MnII sorption on a poorly-crystalline hexagonal birnessite (δ-

MnO2) is important in passivation early during the reaction.  Also, it appears that MnIII 

in the δ-MnO2 structure is formed by conproportionation of sorbed MnII and MnIV in 

the mineral structure.  The content of MnIII within the δ-MnO2 structure appears to 

increase as the reaction proceeds.  Binding of AsV to δ-MnO2 also changes as MnIII 

becomes more prominent in the δ-MnO2 structure. The data presented indicate that 

AsIII oxidation and AsV sorption by poorly-crystalline δ-MnO2 is greatly affected by 
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Mn oxidation state in the δ-MnO2 structure, and emphasize the value of studying 

reaction mechanisms over a range of time scales. 
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Introduction 
 

Manganese-oxides (Mn-oxides) commonly occur as fine-grained particles or 

coatings in terrestrial and aquatic environments, usually exhibiting high reactivity due 

to their large surface area and negative charge (Post, 1999).  They tend to exhibit a 

high sorption capacity for metals, and are among the most potent oxidants in terrestrial 

and aquatic environments (Post, 1999).  Thus, Mn-oxides can influence the 

environment much more than some other, more abundant minerals.  Biological MnII 

oxidation proceeds much more rapidly than abiotic MnII oxidation, which has led to 

the conclusion that many Mn-oxides in the environment are formed by 

microorganisms (i.e. are biogenic) (Tebo et al., 2004).  Many biogenic Mn-oxides are 

phyllomanganates with structures similar to hexagonal birnessite, and are highly 

reactive with respect to metal sorption and oxidation (Toner et al., 2006; Villalobos et 

al., 2003; Villalobos et al., 2006; Webb et al., 2005a; Zhu et al., 2010a).   

Arsenic (As) is a toxic element commonly occurring in the environment via 

natural processes and anthropogenic activities.  In soils and sediments, the toxicity and 

mobility of As are determined, to a great extent, by its speciation.  Specifically, 

arsenite (AsIII) is more toxic than arsenate (AsV) (Petrick et al., 2000), and the sorption 

of As by oxide minerals can be heavily dependent on pH and its speciation (Dixit and 

Hering, 2003; Raven et al., 1998).  Several Mn-oxides, including phyllomanganates, 

are able to oxidize AsIII to AsV (Chiu and Hering, 2000; Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; 

Manning et al., 2002; Moore et al., 1990; Parikh et al., 2008; Scott and Morgan, 1995; 
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Tournassat et al., 2002), and because AsIII is more toxic than AsV this process can be 

important as an As detoxification pathway in the environment.  Along with 

detoxifying As, AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides can alter As mobility, often making it 

less mobile (Dixit and Hering, 2003; Raven et al., 1998). 

Mechanisms of AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides can be quite complex, involving 

several reactions simultaneously.  For example, AsIII oxidation by birnessite produces 

AsV and MnII as reaction products (Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; Oscarson et al., 1983; 

Parikh et al., 2008; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tournassat et al., 2002).  However, both 

AsV and MnII can be adsorbed by birnessite (Oscarson et al., 1983; Scott and Morgan, 

1995).  Also, a MnIII intermediate can form during AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides 

(Nesbitt et al., 1998; Tournassat et al., 2002).  A phenomenon commonly observed 

during the oxidation of AsIII by birnessite is passivation of the mineral surface 

(Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2002; Oscarson et al., 1981; Parikh et al., 

2008; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tani et al., 2004; Tournassat et al., 2002).  That is to 

say, as the reaction between birnessite and AsIII proceeds, the rate of AsIII oxidation 

decreases with time.  There have been three proposed mechanisms for Mn-oxide 

passivation during AsIII oxidation.  First, sorption of AsV produced by oxidation of 

AsIII can sorb to the mineral surface and block reactive sites, thus decreasing the 

reactive surface area and causing an apparent decrease in AsIII oxidation rate (Foster et 

al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2009).  In a similar fashion, sorption of 

MnII, produced by reducing MnIV in the mineral structure, can also block reactive sites 

on the mineral surface (Oscarson et al., 1981; Scott and Morgan, 1995).  Lastly, the 
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formation of MnIII on Mn-oxide surfaces, which are considered to be less reactive than 

MnIV sites, can decrease AsIII oxidation rate (Nesbitt et al., 1998; Tournassat et al., 

2002; Zhu et al., 2009).  

AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 occurs in two distinct phases in the stir-flow 

reactions presented in this study (Chapter 1).  The first phase, from 0 to 6.4 hours of 

reaction, is the period of highest δ-MnO2 reactivity and the most rapid rate of AsIII 

oxidation.  Beyond 6.4 hours, δ-MnO2 becomes passivated, and reactivity decreases, 

as evidenced by the decrease in AsIII oxidation rate and decrease in MnII sorption.  The 

majority of As sorption by δ-MnO2 during AsIII oxidation, under these conditions, 

occurs only before δ-MnO2 becomes passivated, and it also occurs in two distinct 

phases.  Passivation of δ-MnO2 when reacted with AsIII can be attributed primarily to 

sorption of MnII (Chapter 1).  It is hypothesized that MnII passivates δ-MnO2 by 

directly blocking reaction sites, or by the formation of less reactive MnIII sites through 

conproportionation of MnII sorbed on MnIV sites on the mineral surface.  However, 

using only data from the aqueous phase of stirred-flow reactions, determination of the 

mechanism of δ-MnO2 passivation is impossible. 

 In this study, the speciation of As and Mn in the solid phase are investigated 

during AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2.  To achieve this, stirred-flow reactions are stopped 

after various reaction times and reacted δ-MnO2 is collected for analysis by 

spectroscopic, diffraction, and microscopic techniques.  A primary focus of this study 

is to characterize As sorption, MnII sorption, and MnIII formation on δ-MnO2 as they 
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change over time by analyzing samples of the solid phase throughout the reaction.  

Also, this research aims to clarify the passivation mechanism(s) of birnessite during 

AsIII oxidation.  It is important to understand the mechanism(s) responsible for 

birnessite passivation in nature in order to better predict Mn-oxide reactivity and 

contaminant mobility in natural systems.   

Materials and Methods 

δ-MnO2 Synthesis and Characterization 

 
δ-MnO2, a poorly-crystalline Mn-oxide mineral, was synthesized for the 

experiments presented in this work. The procedures used to synthesize δ-MnO2 as well 

as a description of characterization procedures are included in Chapter 1.   

Stirred-Flow Experiments 

 
AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 was investigated using the same stirred-flow 

protocol and reaction conditions described in Chapter 1.  Briefly, the stirred-flow 

experiments were carried out by flowing a solution containing 100 µM AsIII and 

background electrolyte (10 mM NaCl and 5 mM MOPS adjusted to pH 7.2) into the 

reactor at 1 mL/min for varying lengths of time.  Initial δ-MnO2 concentration in 

stirred-flow reactions was 1 g/L (corresponding to 30 mg δ-MnO2 in the reactor).  In 

order to monitor changes occurring in the solid phase during AsIII oxidation by δ-

MnO2, the reaction was stopped and solid phase collected for analysis after 0.5, 4, 10, 
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24, and 48 hours of reaction (Figure 2.1). 0.5 hours corresponds to the greatest amount 

of As sorption during AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, while 4 hours is the time at which 

the maximum AsV appears in the stirred-flow effluent.  The sample at 10 hours is near 

the end of As sorption during AsIII oxidation, and also occurs early in the second phase 

of the reaction.  The samples at 24 and 48 hours are both during the less reactive phase 

of the reaction. 

To stop the reaction, influent solution was removed, and the suspension in the 

reaction chamber was immediately filtered (0.22 µm) to remove any background 

electrolyte, Mn, and As not bound to δ-MnO2.  After filtration, some of the residual 

wet paste was immediately covered by Kapton tape, and stored for less than 5 days 

prior to spectroscopic analysis.  The remaining wet paste from each sample was 

refrigerated in sealed test tubes in the dark for less than 5 days for analysis by high 

resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and synchrotron based X-ray 

diffraction (XRD).  AsV sorption standards were prepared by reacting 100 µM AsV 

with 1g/L δ-MnO2 or manganite (γ-MnOOH) for 24 hours in the same background 

electrolyte used in stirred-flow reactions.  Sorption standards were filtered and the 

residual wet paste was immediately covered with Kapton tape and stored for less than 

5 days for spectroscopic analysis. 
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Figure 2.1. Vertical lines represent the duration of five stirred-flow reactions 
measuring AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 (1 g/L δ-MnO2 and 100 µM 
AsIII).  Each reaction was stopped at the time indicated at the top of 
the graph (0.5, 4, 10, 24, or 48 hours), at which point all remaining 
δ-MnO2 was collected for analysis. Data show the amount (nmol) of 
As sorbed by δ-MnO2, as well as amounts (nmol) of AsIII, AsV, and 
MnII in the effluent from the stirred-flow experiment. 
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Solid-Phase Characterization 

 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses were performed on a 

Philips CM 300 FEG (field emission gun) operating at 297 kV. The spatial resolution 

of the CM 300 is 0.2 nm.  Digital images were acquired using a 1024 X 1024 pixel 

CCD camera mounted on a Gatan GIF 200 EELS spectrometer. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted at beamline 11-3 at the 

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL, Stanford University, Palo Alto, 

California).  Data were collected at a X-ray wavelength of 0.97584Å using an image 

plate in transmission mode.  All samples were analyzed as wet pastes in aluminum 

sample holders with Lexan windows.  XRD data were processed using the Fit2D 

software package (Hammersley, 1998), which was calibrated using XRD patterns of 

LaB6.  Background contributions of Lexan and water in the XRD spectra of all 

samples were subtracted using XRD-bs (Samuel Webb, SSRL).   

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and X-ray absorption near 

edge (XANES) spectroscopic data were collected at beamline 4-1 at SSRL.  The 

electron storage ring operates 3.0 GeV with a current ranging from 100 to 90 mA.  

The monochromator consisted of two parallel Si-(220) crystals with a vertical entrance 

slit separation of 0.5 mm. As (11.9 keV) and Mn (6.5 keV) K-edge EXAFS spectra 

were collected.  All samples were oriented at 45° to the incident beam and a Lytle 

detector was used to collect Mn spectra in fluorescence mode while a germanium (Ge) 
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multi-element detector was used to collect As spectra in fluorescence mode.  The 

monochromator crystals were detuned by 30% for As and 50 % for Mn in I0 to reject 

higher order harmonics.  A 3-path length Ge (for As) or chromium (Cr) (for Mn) filter, 

and Sollier slits were used for signal optimization and removal of elastically scattered 

radiation.  The monochromator angle was calibrated to the As(V) K-edge (11.874 

keV) using diluted Na2HAsVO4 as a standard (10 wt % BN) or the Mn(0) K-edge 

(6.539 keV) using a Mn metal foil.  These standards were monitored in transmission 

mode simultaneous to sample collection to check for potential shifts in their respective 

K-edges.  Multiple scans were collected at room temperature for each sample to 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio for data analysis.   

EXAFS and XANES data were processed using the SixPACK (Webb, 2005) 

interface to IFEFFIT (Newville, 2001).  XANES data were background-subtracted and 

normalized to a unit-edge step.  After background subtraction and normalization, the 

EXAFS data were extracted and k3-weighted.  For both As and Mn, theoretical phase 

shift and amplitude functions for shell-by-shell fitting were generated using FEFF 7.20 

(Ankudinov and Rehr, 1997).  EXAFS fitting for Mn was based on the model 

described by Webb et al. (2005a).  Phase and amplitude functions for As shell-by-shell 

fitting were generated from theoretically calculated As-Mn sorption complexes, and 

As-O multiple scattering paths were included in the fits.  For Mn XANES, a set of 

reference standards (δ-MnIVO2, Mn2O3, and MnIISO4) was utilized to perform linear 

combination spectral fitting, using Six-PACK’s least-squares fitting module, which is 

a graphical interface for IFEFFIT’s minimization function (Newville, 2001).  Linear 
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combination fitting routines were used to reconstruct the experimental spectrum to 

determine relative Mn oxidation state.  Shell-by-shell and linear combination fits were 

optimized by minimizing reduced σ2 (Newville et al., 1995).  

Results and Discussion 

δ-MnO2
 Structure 

 
The method used to synthesize δ-MnO2 in this study produces a 

phyllomanganate composed of sheets of edge sharing MnIV octahedra, and little order 

in vertical stacking arrangement (i.e. turbostratic) (Villalobos et al., 2003; Villalobos 

et al., 2006).  The Mn K-edge EXAFS spectra has the three features between 4 and 6 

Å-1 (Figure 2.2a), which is common for EXAFS patterns of phyllomanganates (Marcus 

et al., 2004).  XRD analysis of the δ-MnO2 synthesized for this study shows only two 

predominant peaks (37˚ and 66˚ 2θ (Cu Kα)), and a broad feature between them, also 

characteristic of turbostratic phyllomanganates (Figure 2.3) (Drits et al., 2007; 

Villalobos et al., 2006).  The absence of shoulders or splitting in the two predominant 

XRD peaks (37˚ and 66˚, Figure 2.3) along with the presence of single peaks at 8.1 

and 9.25 Å-1 in the Mn EXAFS pattern of pristine δ-MnO2 (0 hours, Figure 2.2a) 

confirms that δ-MnO2 exhibits hexagonal symmetry rather than triclinic (Drits et al., 

2007; Manceau et al., 2005; Marcus et al., 2004).  Also, in the XRD pattern of 

unreacted δ-MnO2, the absence of a dip at 45˚ (Figure 2.3) indicates very little MnII / III 

sorbed in interlayers (at vacancy sites) (Drits et al., 2007; Villalobos et al., 2006), and 
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the absence of a shoulder at ~6.5 Å-1 in the Mn EXAFS agrees with this observation (0 

hours, Figure 2.2a) (Toner et al., 2006).  One can also conclude that little MnIII is 

present within pristine δ-MnO2 layers, due to the average oxidation state of the 

starting material (3.95) (Chapter 1), as well as the sharp peak at 9.25 Å-1 in the Mn 

EXAFS (0 hours, Figure 2.2a) (Manceau et al., 2004). 

A characteristic of hexagonal symmetry in the octahedral layer of birnessite 

minerals (e.g. δ-MnO2), is the presence of vacancy sites.  Vacancy sites resulting from 

the absence of a positively charged MnIV atom in the Mn octahedral layer, are 

negatively charged, and tend to sorb cations readily (Drits et al., 1997; Manceau et al., 

2002; Manceau et al., 2007; Silvester et al., 1997).  When edge sites are present in 

large amounts on phyllomanganates (which occurs for minerals with small particle 

sizes), they can be important reactive sites as well (Foster et al., 2003; Manning et al., 

2002; Tournassat et al., 2002; Villalobos et al., 2005).  δ-MnO2 used in this research 

consists of small crystalline domains surrounded by TEM amorphous material 

(Chapter 1, Figure 1.2).  However, it is difficult to accurately determine the size of 

crystalline domains in δ-MnO2 by TEM because crystalline particles are surrounded 

by TEM-amorphous material making them difficult to delineate.  However, it is 

reasonable to conclude that the small particle size of δ-MnO2 used in this study leads 

to the presence of a significant amount of edge sites.  Therefore, we conclude that the 

δ-MnO2 used here has two predominant reaction sites: vacancy sites within Mn 

octahedral layers, and edge sites at Mn octahedral layer edges. 
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Figure 2.2.  Manganese K-edge EXAFS (A.), Fourier transformed EXAFS (B.), 
and XANES (C.) of unreacted δ-MnO2 and δ-MnO2 (1 mg/L) 
reacted with AsIII (100 µM) in a stirred-flow reactor for 0.5, 4, 10, 
24, and 48 hours.  XAS data is presented as solid lines and fits are 
presented as dashed lines (fit data provided in Table 2.2).  Arrow in 
panel A indicates the shoulder at ~ 6.5 Å-1 which is present beyond 
0.5 hours. 
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Figure 2.3.  Synchrotron XRD patterns of unreacted δ-MnO2 and δ-MnO2 (1 
mg/L) reacted with AsIII (100 µM) in a stirred-flow reactor for 0.5, 
4, 10, 24, and 48 hours.  Arrow indicates the position of the ‘dip’ at 
45º that increases with reaction time. 
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As δ-MnO2 is reacted with AsIII, the XRD peaks at 37˚ and 66˚ shift to lower 

values (Figure 2.3), with the shift being more pronounced between 0 and 4 hours than 

from 4 to 48 hours of reaction (Figure 2.3).  XRD simulations show that a leftward 

shift in these peaks can be attributed to an increase in particle size (i.e. coherent 

scattering domains) (Villalobos et al., 2006).  The XRD peaks at 37˚ and 66˚ to lower 

values could possibly be due to a higher rate of dissolution of the less crystalline 

fraction of δ-MnO2 during the first 4 hours of AsIII oxidation.  However, if the amount 

of poorly crystalline δ-MnO2 decreases, the remaining mineral would necessarily have 

a greater degree of crystallinity than the starting material, and thus a sharpening of the 

peaks at 37˚ and 66˚ as they shift would be expected.  This sharpening is quite 

noticeable on the low angle side of the 37˚ peak in XRD simulations with a 4nm 

increase in particle size (Villalobos et al., 2006).  In the XRD patterns presented here, 

no detectable sharpening of the 37˚ peak occurs.  It should also be noted that a large 

amount of TEM amorphous δ-MnO2 remains after 48 hours of reaction with AsIII 

(Chapter 1, Figure 1.2).  Since there is no evidence for increasing δ-MnO2 particle size 

during AsIII oxidation, one must assume that the shift in XRD peaks at 37˚ and 66˚ to 

lower 2θ values is caused by some other change in the δ-MnO2 structure. 

Mn Sorption on δ-MnO2 During AsIII Oxidation 

 
When AsIII is oxidized by δ-MnO2 under the conditions studied here, only MnII 

is produced initially (Chapter 1).  However, MnII produced by AsIII reaction with MnIV 
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in δ-MnO2 can undergo a ‘back reaction’ by sorbing on the δ-MnO2 surface (Oscarson 

et al., 1981; Scott and Morgan, 1995).  Heavy metals tend to preferentially sorb at 

vacancy sites rather than edge sites in hexagonal birnessite (Manceau et al., 2002).  

Thus, in this system, we expect MnII to sorb at δ-MnO2 vacancy sites until they are 

filled (or nearly filled) followed by sorption at available δ-MnO2 edges sites. 

When MnII sorbs at layer vacancy sites in hexagonal birnessite, it tends to form 

triple corner sharing complexes (Manceau et al., 2002).  In triple corner sharing 

complexes, MnII shares corners of its octahedral coordination shell with corners of 

MnIV octahedra surrounding vacancy sites in Mn octahedral layers (Drits et al., 2007).  

MnIII octahedra can also form triple corner sharing complexes when sorbed at δ-MnO2 

vacancy sites.  A dip at 45˚ in XRD patterns of turbostratic phyllomanganates has 

previously been attributed to an increase in corner-sharing MnII / III at vacancy sites 

(Drits et al., 2007; Villalobos et al., 2006).  When AsIII is reacted with δ-MnO2, this 

characteristic ‘dip’ in the XRD pattern of δ-MnO2 appears at 45˚ (Figure 2.3).  After 

0.5 hours, the dip at 45˚ is slight, however, it becomes more pronounced after 4 and 10 

hours (Figure 2).  Beyond 10 hours of AsIII oxidation, the dip at 45˚ remains constant.  

Thus, XRD patterns of δ-MnO2 confirm that as MnII is produced in the most reactive, 

early phase of AsIII oxidation, it begins to sorb at δ-MnO2 vacancy sites immediately.  

Also, XRD data indicate that δ-MnO2 vacancy sites are nearly fully occupied by MnII / 

III in triple corner sharing complexes within 4 hours of reaction, and are completely 

occupied between 4 and 10 hours.   
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Mn sorbed at δ-MnO2 vacancies in triple corner sharing complexes can also be 

detected in Mn EXAFS data.  Specifically, the shoulder at ~ 6.5 Å-1 in EXAFS spectra 

(Figure 2.2a), and the peak at 2.9 Å (R + ∆R) in the Fourier transformed data (Figure 

2.2b) can be attributed to MnII / III sorbed at vacancy sites in triple corner sharing 

complexes (Gaillot et al., 2003; Manceau et al., 1997; Toner et al., 2006).  A slight 

increase is observed in the shoulder at ~ 6.5 Å-1 in Mn EXAFS patterns during AsIII 

oxidation (Figure 2.2a), and this trend can also be seen as an increase of the 2.9 Å (R 

+ ∆R) peak in the Fourier transformed data (Figure 2.2b).  The 2.9 Å (R + ∆R) peak of 

the Fourier transformed data, exhibits its largest increase from 0 – 4 hours, with a 

small increase between 4 and 10 hours, and appears stable from 10 – 48 hours (Figure 

2.2a).  Although difficult to discern, the trend in the 6.5 Å-1 peak of the EXAFS data 

shows the same trend (Figure 2.2a).  A decrease in the amplitude of first shell Mn-O 

and Mn-Mn peaks (1.53 and 2.49 Å (R + ∆R) respectively) is also caused by MnII / III 

sorption at vacancy sites (Toner et al., 2006), and both of these peaks decrease until 10 

hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, providing further evidence that maximum MnII / III 

sorption at vacancy sites occurs between 4 and 10 hours (Figures 2.2b and 2.4). 

In Chapter 1, it is concluded that the decrease in AsV sorption after ~3 hours of 

reaction is due to increased competition between AsV and MnII for δ-MnO2 edge sites.  

Both XRD and EXAFS analyses indicate vacancy sites are nearly fully occupied by 

MnII / III after 4 hours of AsIII oxidation, which implies that, at least beyond 4 hours, 

MnII produced during AsIII oxidation increasingly competes with As for δ-MnO2 edge  
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Figure 2.4.  The amplitude of first Mn-O, first Mn-Mn, and Mn-Mn multiple 
scattering shell from Fourier transformed Mn-EXAFS data. 
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sites.  Also, XRD and EXAFS data show that δ-MnO2 vacancy sites are fully occupied 

by MnII between 4 and 10 hours of reaction, which is consistent with the first 

appearance of MnII in the stirred-flow effluent at 6.4 hours (Figure 2.1). 

MnIII Formation During AsIII Oxidation 

 
Although initially, δ-MnO2 has very little MnIII within its layers, the amount of 

MnIII in its structure appears to increase as AsIII oxidation proceeds.  A broadening and 

decrease in peak height of the 9.25 Å-1 peak in Mn EXAFS can be attributed to an 

increase in the MnIII content within phyllomanganate layers (Manceau et al., 2005; 

Marcus et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2010b).  MnIII content of up to ~20% in δ-MnO2 has 

been observed by this change in the EXAFS spectra (with no splitting or leftward shift 

in the spectra reported until higher amounts of MnIII are present) (Manceau et al., 

2005; Marcus et al., 2004).  In the time-series data presented in Figure 2.2a, one can 

see the largest proportions of MnIII in δ-MnO2 layers occurring in the 10, 24, and 48 

hour samples, with a slight increase observed between 0.5 and 4 hours as well as 

between 4 and 10 hours.  The broadening of the peak at 9.25 Å-1 coincides with a 

decrease in the Mn-Mn multiple scattering peak in the Fourier transformed data at 5.2 

Å (R + ∆R) (Figures 2.2b and 2.4).  The Mn-Mn multiple scattering peak is not 

expected to be greatly affected by MnII / III sorption at vacancy sites (Toner et al., 

2006), however, it should be dramatically affected by the presence of MnIII within 

octahedral layers (Webb et al., 2005a).  Therefore, we can conclude from Mn EXAFS 
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data that MnIII is not present in δ-MnO2 layers in significant quantities before 0.5 

hours, and is greatest from 10 to 48 hours.  

Using Mn XANES to measure Mn oxidation states in Mn minerals with mixed 

II / III / IV oxidation states is difficult, however, the overall trend observed in XANES 

analysis agrees with EXAFS and XRD findings.  Results from linear combination 

fitting of Mn XANES indicate that the amount of MnII associated with the solid 

increases from 0 to 10 hours of reaction, and beyond 10 hours of reaction, MnII 

content decreases with a corresponding increase in MnIII (Figure 2.2c and Table 2.1).  

An increase in Mn sorbed on vacancy sites (presumably as MnII) was observed from 0 

to 10 hours by XRD and EXAFS, while EXAFS also indicates an increase in MnIII 

within δ-MnO2 layers, especially beyond 10 hours.  Therefore, although Mn XANES 

is not an adequate indicator of Mn oxidation state in this system on its own, it does 

complement the findings from both XRD and EXAFS data. 

 

Table 2.1.  Percentages of MnII, MnIII, and MnIV in the solid phase after reacting 
δ-MnO2 with AsIII for 0.5, 4, 10, 24, and 48 hours.  Percentages are 
calculated from linear combination fits of standard compounds 
(MnSO4, Mn2O3, and δ-MnO2). 
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There are two possible mechanisms for formation of MnIII during AsIII 

oxidation by δ-MnO2.  First, MnIII could be formed directly through MnIV oxidation of 

AsIII (Equation 2.1).   

 

2(>MnIV-OH) + H3AsIIIO3(aq) + H2O → 2(>MnIII-OH2) + HAsVO4
2-(aq) + 2H+   [2.1] 

 

Although this process does not occur in the first 10 hours of reaction in this study 

(Chapter 1), it has been reported previously in AsIII oxidation by birnessite (Nesbitt et 

al., 1998; Tournassat et al., 2002).  Another possible pathway for MnIII formation is 

through conproportionation of MnII sorbed at MnIV sites on the δ-MnO2 surface 

(Equation 2.2). 

 

>MnIV-OH + MnII(aq) + H2O + H+ → 2(>MnIII-OH2)                    [2.2] 

 

This process has also been observed under reaction conditions similar to those used in 

this study (Webb et al., 2005b).  Although the mechanism of MnIII formation within 

Mn octahedral sheets is not certain, EXAFS data indicates that as MnIII is formed, at 

least some is arranged in edge sharing complexes on δ-MnO2 edge sites (i.e. as part of 

the mineral structure), or around vacancy sites in octahedral layers of δ-MnO2.  

Although its value is associated with rather large error, the trend in the fraction of Mn 
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sites occupied in the δ-MnO2 structure (focc from Mn EXAFS fitting) indicates that 

some MnIII formed during AsIII oxidation could enter into δ-MnO2 vacancy sites 

(Table 2.2) (Zhu et al., 2010b). 

As Speciation and Binding Mechanisms During AsIII Oxidation 

 
As K-edge XANES first derivative spectra show only AsV associated with δ-

MnO2 during AsIII oxidation (Figure 2.5a).  Shell-by-shell fits of the As EXAFS 

spectra indicate a first shell As-O distance of 1.7 Å exclusively (Table 2.3).  An As-O 

bond distance of 1.7 Å is consistent with previously observed AsV bound to 

phyllomanganates (Foster et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002), and similar to AsV 

bound to Fe-oxides (Fendorf et al., 1997; Waychunas et al., 1993).  Previous studies 

have also found that during AsIII oxidation by birnessite, As is bound to the solid 

phase only as AsV with no evidence of AsIII (Manning et al., 2002; Tournassat et al., 

2002).  

As K-edge EXAFS spectra exhibit a single major frequency (Figure 2.5b) 

which is due to the presence of four oxygen atoms surrounding As in tetrahedral 

coordination (Foster et al., 2003).  This major frequency produces the predominant 

feature in the Fourier transformed data, an As-O peak at 1.3 Å (R + ∆R) (Figure 2.5c).  

In addition to the As-O shell, several As-Mn shells occur between 2.2 and 3.2 Å (R + 

∆R) (Figure 2.5c).  When AsV is reacted with δ-MnO2 (sorption standard), two As-Mn  
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Table 2.2. Structural parameters derived from least-squares fits to raw k3-
weighted Mn-EXAFS spectra of unreacted δ-MnO2 and δ-MnO2 
reacted with AsIII for 0.5, 4, 10, 24, and 48 hours. 

 
* Coordination number (CN), interatomic distance (r), and Debye-Waller factor (σ2) were obtained by 
fitting data with theoretical phase and amplitude functions.  Estimated errors at 95% confidence interval 
from the least-squares fit are given in parentheses.  For a further description of fitted parameters, see 
Webb et al. (2005). 
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Figure 2.5.  Arsenic K-edge derivative XANES (A.), As K-edge EXAFS (B.), and 
Fourier transformed EXAFS (C.) of unreacted δ-MnO2 and δ-
MnO2 (1 mg/L) reacted with AsIII (100 µM) in a stirred-flow reactor 
for 0.5, 4, 10, 24, and 48 hours.  XAS data is presented as solid lines 
and fits are presented as dashed lines (fit data provided in Table 
2.3). 
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Table 2.3.  Structural parameters derived from least-square fits to raw k3-
weighted As-EXAFS spectra for sorption standards and AsIII 
oxidation samples taken at 0.5, 4, 10, 24, and 48 hours of reaction. 

 

 

* Coordination number (CN), interatomic distance (r), and Debye-Waller factor (σ2) were obtained by 

fitting data with theoretical phase and amplitude functions.  Estimated errors at 95% confidence interval 

from the least-squares fit are given in parentheses. 
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distances are present (Table 2.3).  The As-Mn distance of 3.13 Å, is similar to that 

observed (3.16 Å) by Foster et al. (2003), which was attributed to a bidentate-

binuclear complex with δ-MnO2.  However, the observed 3.13 Å As-Mn distance is 

shorter than the ~3.22 Å As-Mn distance attributed to a bidentate-binuclear complex 

by both Manceau et al. (2007) and Manning et al. (2002).  Quantum chemical 

calculations of AsV sorption in a bidentate-binuclear complex on MnIV also predict an 

AsV-MnIV distance of 3.20 Å (Zhu et al., 2009).  One possible explanation for the 

longer As-Mn distances observed by Manceau (2007) and Manning (2002) could be 

the presence of MnIII on the surface (i.e. at edge sites) of the Mn-oxides used in these 

studies.  MnIII octahedra undergo Jahn-Teller distortion that is exhibited in a 

lengthening of 2 of the 6 Mn-O bonds in the octahedra.  If some AsV is bound to MnIII 

on the mineral surfaces used by Manceau et al. (2007) and Manning et al. (2002), it is 

reasonable to assume the resulting As-Mn distance would increase. We can reasonably 

describe the 3.13 Å As-Mn distance observed here as representing a bidentate-

binuclear complex between AsV and δ-MnO2. 

A second As-Mn distance of 3.48 Å is also present when AsV is reacted with δ-

MnO2  (Table 2.3).  An As-Mn distance similar to this has not been previously 

observed for AsV bound to Mn-oxides.  However, Foster et al. (2003) modeled AsV 

sorption on δ-MnO2 in a monodentate-mononuclear complex, and predicted an As-Mn 

distance of 3.6 Å, similar to the AsV-Fe distance observed for the same type of 

complex (Fendorf et al., 1997; Waychunas et al., 1993).  The Fe-O distance in an Fe 

octahedra (Waychunas et al., 1993) is 2.1 Å, while the Mn-O distance in Mn octahedra 
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in this study are 1.9 Å (Table 2.2).  Taking this difference into account, it is reasonable 

to conclude that the As-Mn distance of 3.48 Å observed in the AsV sorption standard 

represents a monodentate-mononuclear sorption complex between AsV and the δ-

MnO2 surface. 

When AsIII is reacted with δ-MnO2, AsV is present on the δ-MnO2 surface in 

the same sorption complexes (bidentate-binuclear and monodentate-mononuclear) for 

the first four hours, as when AsV is sorbed on δ-MnO2 (Table 2.3, Figure 2.6b).  One 

can clearly see in the As Fourier transformed data (Figure 2.5c), that AsV sorbed on δ-

MnO2, and the samples representing 0.5 and 4 hours of reaction between AsIII and δ-

MnO2 differ from 10, 24, and 48 hour samples in the 2.2 and 3.2 Å region (R + ∆R).  

However, the Fourier transformed data obtained after 10, 24, and 48 hours, are quite 

similar (Figure 2.5).  Also, the monodentate-mononuclear complex between AsV and 

the δ-MnO2 surface is present when AsV is sorbed as well as throughout AsIII 

oxidation with a relatively consistent As-Mn distance (Table 2.3). 

A change in As bonding environment on the δ-MnO2 surface occurs between 4 

and 10 hours of reaction.  This change occurs simultaneously with maximum Mn 

sorption at vacancy sites and the greatest MnIII increase in the δ-MnO2 structure 

(Figure 2.6c and d).  From 10 to 48 hours, an As-Mn distance of 2.7 Å appears, which 

corresponds to a bidentate-mononuclear (edge-sharing) complex between AsV and the 

δ-MnO2 surface.  The same complex observed on Fe-oxides is characterized by a Fe-O 

distance of 2.85 Å (Fendorf et al., 1997), which is longer than in this study, possibly  
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Figure 2.6.  Proposed reaction mechanism for AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 over 48 
hours in a stirred-flow reactor.  Throughout the reaction, AsIII is 
oxidized by MnIV at δ-MnO2 edge sites, producing MnII and AsV.  
(A.) Unreacted δ-MnO2 octahedral layers consist of primarily Mn4+, 
and have reaction sites at layer edges (edge sites) and vacancy sites.  
(B.) During the first 4 hours of AsIII oxidation, MnII sorbs at δ-
MnO2 vacancy sites, and AsV sorbs at edge sites in bidentate-
binuclear and monodentate-mononuclear complexes.  Also, a 
portion of sorbed MnII reacts with MnIV at vacancy sites to form 
MnIII.  (C.) Between 4 and ~ 6 hours of reaction, vacancy sites 
become filled with MnII / III, MnII begins to sorb at δ-MnO2 edge 
sites, and AsV sorption continues in the same sorption complexes.  
(D.) Beyond ~ 6 hours of reaction, MnII at edge sites (and probably 
vacancy sites) reacts with MnIII in δ-MnO2 octahedral layers to 
form MnIII.  The resulting MnIII changes the bonding environment 
of AsV, which begins to sorb in bidentate-mononuclear complexes 
and the As-Mn distance in AsV bidentate-binuclear complexes 
increases slightly. 
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due to the larger size of FeIII octahedra compared to MnIV octahedra.  However, the 

As-Mn distance of 2.7 Å can be reproduced by sorbing AsV on γ-MnIIIOOH (Table 

2.3), which might indicate that the bidentate-mononuclear complex observed during 

AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 is caused by AsV binding to MnIII on the δ-MnO2 surface 

rather than MnIV (Figure 2.6d). 

Also observed between 4 and 10 hours of reaction is a lengthening of the As-

Mn distance attributed to a bidentate-binuclear complex from 3.13 Å to 3.21 Å (Table 

2.3).  This longer As-Mn distance (3.21 Å) is similar to the distances attributed to As 

bidentate-binuclear complexes on other phyllomanganates (Manceau et al., 2007; 

Manning et al., 2002).  In our system it is possible that the increased As-Mn distance 

from 3.13 Å to 3.21 Å is due to As being bound, in part, to MnIII rather than MnIV on 

the δ-MnO2 surface (Figure 2.6d).  This seems likely since the change in the As-Mn 

distance associated with bidentate-binuclear adsorption complexes coincides with the 

greatest increase in MnIII on the δ-MnO2 surface as discussed previously.  Figure 4d 

includes a schematic representation of all observed AsV sorption complexes on the δ-

MnO2 surface. 

Although, in this study, AsIII oxidation probably does not directly form MnIII 

on the δ-MnO2 surface, it seems that the presence of MnIII on a Mn-oxide surface can 

significantly alter the As local bonding environment.  It also appears that MnII 
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produced via reductive dissolution of δ-MnO2 can passivate the δ-MnO2 surface via 

sorption and conproportionation with MnIV to form MnIII in the mineral structure.  

Passivation could be an important process in the environment because of its potential 

to decrease the sorption and oxidative capacities of some of the most reactive minerals 

in nature.  
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Chapter 3 

DESORPTION OF ARSENIC AND MANGANESE FROM A POORLY 
CRYSTALLINE MANGANESE OXIDE 

Abstract 

 
It is crucial to understand arsenic (As) mobility in the environment because of 

its toxicity and potential to negatively affect human health.  Sorption by metal oxides, 

and speciation are the primary factors that determine As mobility in the environment.  

Manganese oxides (Mn-oxides) are powerful oxidants in soils and sediments, and are 

known to oxidize toxic arsenite (AsIII) to less toxic arsenate (AsV).  Mn-oxides also 

have the ability to sorb As, potentially decreasing its mobility.  However, the effect of 

competing ions on the mobility of As sorbed on Mn-oxides is not well understood.  In 

this study, desorption of AsV, AsIII, and MnII from poorly crystalline hexagonal 

birnessite (δ-MnO2) by a common cation and anion is investigated using a stirred-flow 

technique.  No AsIII is desorbed under any conditions studied, which agrees with 

previous studies showing As sorbed on Mn-oxides exists as AsV.  AsV is desorbed to a 

large extent (> 50 %) under all conditions studied.  However, some AsV consistently 

remains sorbed on δ-MnO2.  MnII desorption only occurs after 10 hours of AsIII 

oxidation, probably at δ-MnO2 edge sites.  Overall, δ-MnO2 has the potential to 

decrease As mobility through AsIII oxidation and AsV sorption. 
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Introduction 

 
Arsenic (As) is an element with toxic properties, and is common in the 

environment. Elevated levels of As in soil can result from natural weathering 

processes, or anthropogenic activities such as mining, agriculture, and manufacturing.  

In several locations throughout the world, As contamination of soil and water occurs 

near human populations, thus posing a significant threat to human health.  Therefore, 

understanding the chemical reactions controlling As mobility in the environment is 

critical.   

A major factor controlling As behavior in the environment is its chemical 

speciation.  Typically, As occurs as one of two inorganic oxyanions: arsenite (AsIII) or 

arsenate (AsV). Below pH 9, AsIII appears predominately in its fully protonated form 

(H3AsO3), while at circumneutral pH values, AsV occurs as a mixture of H2AsO4
- and 

HAsO4
2- (Sadiq, 1997).  A significant pathway affecting speciation of As is oxidation 

of AsIII by Mn-oxide minerals.  Several Mn-oxides can readily oxidize AsIII to AsV, 

most notably layered Mn-oxides (i.e. phyllomanganates) such as birnessite (Driehaus 

et al., 1995; Ginder-Vogel et al., 2009; Moore et al., 1990; Nesbitt et al., 1998; 

Oscarson et al., 1981a; Oscarson et al., 1981b; Oscarson et al., 1983; Parikh et al., 

2008; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Tournassat et al., 2002).  Oxidation of AsIII by Mn-

oxides not only changes As mobility, this process can also detoxify As since AsIII is 

more toxic than AsV (Petrick et al., 2000). 
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The mobility of As in terrestrial environments is generally determined by the 

extent to which it is adsorbed by metal oxides, especially the oxides of iron (Fe) and 

aluminum (Al) (Anderson et al., 1976; Arai et al., 2001; Dixit and Hering, 2003; 

Gupta and Chen, 1978; Hingston et al., 1971; Raven et al., 1998).  Although, metal 

oxides are generally thought to bind AsV more readily than AsIII, the extent to which 

each species is sorbed depends greatly on pH.  For example, AsV sorption by Fe-

oxides is greater at acidic pH values, whereas AsIII sorption by Fe oxides is greater at 

basic pH values (Dixit and Hering, 2003; Raven et al., 1998). 

Mn-oxides also have the ability to sorb As.  Several studies have observed AsV 

sorption both when AsV (Foster et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002), and AsIII are 

reacted with phyllomanganates (Manning et al., 2002; Oscarson et al., 1983; Parikh et 

al., 2008; Tani et al., 2004).   Increased As sorption is often observed during AsIII 

oxidation by phyllomanganates than when AsV is sorbed without simultaneous AsIII 

oxidation (Driehaus et al., 1995; Manning et al., 2002; Oscarson et al., 1983; Parikh et 

al., 2008; Tani et al., 2004).  Some studies have also observed As binding to 

phyllomanganates through a tertiary MnII-AsV ‘bridging’ complex (Parikh et al., 2008; 

Tani et al., 2004)..  

Because Mn-oxides can play an important role in controlling As speciation, it 

is important to understand the mobility of As when it is sorbed on Mn-oxide surfaces. 

When As is sorbed by phyllomanganates, it is present as AsV and can form multiple 

surface complexes (Chapter 2) (Foster et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002).  Thus, it is 

possible that the lability AsV bound to Mn-oxide surfaces depends on the type of 
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surface complex.  In nature, As co-exists with other ions which can compete for 

sorption sites on mineral surfaces, thus understanding As mobility in the environment 

requires understanding the potential for competing ions to desorb As from Mn-oxide 

surfaces.  To date, few studies have investigated the ability of common environmental 

ions to desorb As from the surface of Mn-oxides.  The purpose of this study is to 

determine to what extent a common cation (Ca2+), and oxyanion in the environment 

(H2PO4
-/HPO4

2-) are able to desorb As from a poorly crystalline hexagonal birnessite 

(δ-MnO2). 

Materials and Methods 

Stirred Flow Method 

 
Stirred flow experiments were conducted using the same 30 mL reactor 

described previously (Chapter 1). Each experiment was conducted at least in duplicate, 

and the presented data are averages.  All stirred flow reactions were conducted in a 

constant background electrolyte concentration (10 mM NaCl), buffered at pH 7.2 (5 

mM MOPS), and had a constant flow rate of 1 mL/min.  Also, all experiments were 

mixed via a magnetic stir bar with a constant rate of stirring (100 rpm). 

In all desorption reactions, 100 µM AsIII was reacted (i.e. oxidized and sorbed) 

with 1g/L δ-MnO2 for 4, 10, or 24 hours, followed immediately by reaction (i.e. 

desorbed) with 100 µM calcium chloride (CaCl2, abbreviated Ca2+), 100 µM sodium 

phosphate (NaH2PO4, abbreviated PO4), or background electrolyte alone (10 mM 
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NaCl and 5mM MOPS).  It is important to emphasize that desorption by Ca2+ and PO4 

was also conducted in the presence of background electrolyte (10 mM NaCl and 5mM 

MOPS). Prior to the start of each reaction, background electrolyte was introduced into 

the stirred flow reactor for at least two hours and was kept constant throughout AsIII 

oxidation and subsequent As and Mn desorption.  AsIII oxidation in each reaction was 

stopped after 4, 10, or 24 hours by removing AsIII influent solution from the stirred 

flow reactor, and desorption was immediately initiated by introducing desorbing 

solution to the reactor.  A plot showing the full data from one experiment is presented 

in the supporting information (Figure 3.1). 

As, Mn, Ca, and P Analysis 

 
Arsenic in stirred flow influent was analyzed via liquid chromatography 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LC-ICP-MS), and aqueous Mn was 

analyzed by ICP-MS as described in (Chapter 1).  Total aqueous P and Ca were 

analyzed by ICP-OES to verify the concentration of desorptive present in the stirred-

flow reactor.  

Sorption and Desorption Calculations 

 
To determine the mass of As adsorbed as well as the mass of As and Mn 

subsequently desorbed, curves representing ideal behavior of the stirred flow reactor 

influent solution were calculated (i.e. perfect mixing and no retention of reactant 
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Figure 3.1.  Raw data from one replicate of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 followed 
by desorption by CaCl2.  AsIII oxidation was carried out for the first 
24 hours, and desorption by CaCl2 was carried out from 24 to 48 
hours. 
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within the reactor).  These ‘dilution curves’ are necessary to account for affects of 

dilution when a reactant is added (e.g. at the beginning of AsIII oxidation) or removed 

from the influent solution (e.g. at the beginning of desorption).  For example, prior to 

AsIII oxidation, As concentration in the reactor is zero, and under the conditions used 

in these experiments, approximately 3 hours of pumping influent solution into the 

reactor are required for the concentration of total As in the reactor to equal the 

concentration of As in the influent solution.  By subtracting the total As measured in 

the reactor effluent during initial AsIII oxidation from the predicted amount of As in 

the reactor (from the dilution curve), the amount of As sorbed at any given time can be 

determined.   Also, by subtracting the amounts of AsV, AsIII, or MnII predicted to be 

removed from the reactor during desorption from the measured quantity removed, the 

amount of each species desorbed from δ-MnO2 can be determined.  Figure 3.2 shows 

data and calculated dilution curves of AsIII oxidation as well as AsIII, AsV, and MnII 

desorption plotted together.  To quantify the total amount sorbed and desorbed of AsV, 

AsIII, and MnII, data were integrated using the ‘area below curves’ tool in SigmaPlot 8 

(Systat Software Inc., San Jose, California). 
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Figure 3.2.  Amount of AsIII, AsV, and MnII in solution as well as amount of As 
sorbed, all during AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2 (A.) and desorption by 
CaCl2 (B.).  Also plotted is the calculated dilution curve of predicted 
As in stirred-flow effluent under ideal conditions (i.e. no sorption) in 
each case. 
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Results and Discussion 

δ-MnO2 Structure 

 
It is important to understand the structure of δ-MnO2 in order to interpret 

desorption data as accurately as possible.  The δ-MnO2 used in this study is a poorly 

ordered form of hexagonal birnessite (Chapter 2).  Hexagonal birnessite (and thus δ-

MnO2) has reactive sites at vacancies within MnIV octahedral sheets (vacancy sites) 

and at the edges of MnIV octahedral sheets (edge sites) (Drits et al., 1997; Silvester et 

al., 1997).  It has been shown that As reacts primarily with edge sites, rather than 

vacancy sites of birnessite (Manning et al., 2002; Tournassat et al., 2002; Villalobos et 

al., 2005), therefore, in this study, As adsorption and desorption is expected to occur at 

δ-MnO2 edge sites.  On the other hand, heavy metals sorb strongly at phyllomanganate 

vacancy sites (Drits et al., 1997; Manceau et al., 2002; Manceau et al., 2007; Manceau 

et al., 2005; Marcus et al., 2004; Peacock and Sherman, 2007; Pena et al., 2010; 

Silvester et al., 1997; Toner et al., 2006), and can also react with edge sites of 

phyllomanganates (Manceau et al., 2007; Villalobos et al., 2005).  In this study, it is 

likely that vacancy sites are the primary location of MnII sorption on δ-MnO2 until all 

are occupied (Chapters 1 and 2).  Once δ-MnO2 vacancy sites are fully occupied, MnII 

is expected to begin to sorb on edge sites.  Therefore, desorption of MnII could 

potentially occur at both edge and vacancy sites of δ-MnO2. 
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AsIII Oxidation and Sorption 

 
All desorption experiments discussed in this study are preceded by reaction of 

AsIII with δ-MnO2 for 4, 10, or 24 hours.  The initial reaction between AsIII and δ-

MnO2 results in AsIII oxidation and produces AsV and MnII (Equation 3.1).  

Subsequently, AsV and MnII produced during AsIII oxidation are sorbed on δ-MnO2. 

 

>MnIV-OH + H3AsIIIO3(aq) → MnII(aq) + HAsVO4
2-(aq) + 3H+            [3.1] 

 

To briefly summarize, the reaction between AsIII and δ-MnO2 in a stirred-flow reactor 

proceeds in two distinct phases.  First, an initial reaction phase occurs from 0 – 6.4 

hours, including the period of fastest AsIII oxidation, highest AsV sorption, and no MnII 

release into solution (Figure 3.3).  A second phase characterized by lower δ-MnO2 

reactivity occurs beyond 6.4 hours of reaction, which includes a second period of 

(decreased) As sorption, a decrease in AsIII oxidation rate, and the presence of MnII in 

solution (Figure 3.3).  Decreased δ-MnO2 reactivity in the second phase of this 

reaction has been attributed to MnII sorption and subsequent production of MnIII via 

MnII / IV conproportionation at the δ-MnO2 surface (Chapter 2). 

In this study, desorption experiments are conducted by stopping the initial 

reaction between AsIII and δ-MnO2 after 4, 10, or 24 hours, and simultaneously 

beginning desorption by PO4, Ca2+, or background electrolyte.  The first time point for 

beginning desorption is after 4 hours of reaction between AsIII and δ-MnO2, which 
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coincides with maximum AsV concentration in the stirred-flow reactor effluent, and 

the end of an initial period of AsV sorption (Figure 3.3).  Before the first time point for 

beginning desorption (4 hours), MnII is expected to react primarily with vacancy sites 

and not edge sites.  The second time point for beginning desorption is after 10 hours of 

AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, which is near the end of a second period of lesser As 

sorption, and occurs early in the second, less reactive phase of AsIII oxidation (Figure 

3.3).  Between 4 and 10 hours, MnII is expected to begin reacting with edge sites, and 

MnIII formation begins (Chapter 2).  A change in the sorption complexes between AsV 

and δ-MnO2 also occurs between 4 and 10 hours of AsIII oxidation (Chapter 2).  The 

last time point for desorption is after 24 hours of reaction, within the less reactive 

phase of the reaction (Figure 3.3).  

Mn Desorption 

 
Some cations could potentially desorb MnII more readily than Ca2+ (Murray, 

1975; Toner et al., 2006; Tonkin et al., 2004), however Ca2+ is present in many 

environments and thus has a high probability of interacting with Mn-oxides in nature.  

It is expected that Ca2+ will desorb MnII from δ-MnO2 more effectively than will PO4 

or background electrolyte.  As a divalent cation, Ca2+ is expected to react with δ-

MnO2 vacancy sites (Drits et al., 2007) and edge sites as does MnII, while PO4, which 

is structurally analogous to AsV, is expected to react only with edge sites similar to  
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Figure 3.3.  The amount (nmol) of AsIII, AsV, and MnII in stirred flow reactor 
effluent as well as the amount (nmol) of As sorbed during AsIII 
oxidation by δ-MnO2, prior to desorption by Ca2+, PO4, or 
background electrolyte.  Vertical dashed lines indicate times at 
which desorption was initiated. 
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AsV.  The primary desorbing agent in background electrolyte is expected to be Na+ 

because it is the only cation in background electrolyte solutions, and because δ-

MnO2is negatively charged under the conditions used in this study.  However, Na+ is 

expected to react with δ-MnO2 interlayers differently than Ca2+ or MnII.  Na+ is not 

expected to bind in triple corner sharing complexes at vacancy sites as is the case with 

MnII and Ca2+ (Drits et al., 2007).   

When AsIII is reacted with δ-MnO2, the amount of MnII desorbed increases as 

the reaction proceeds (Figure 3.4).  The largest increase in MnII desorption occurs 

between 4 and 10 hours in all treatments (Table 3.1).  Also, as expected, Ca2+ is the 

most efficient MnII desorptive of those studied.  Similar desorption of MnII by PO4 and 

background electrolyte indicates that Na+ is capable of desorbing MnII (at edge sites) 

since the PO4 desorbing solution also contains Na+ in the background electrolyte 

(Figure 3.4).  Thus, we conclude that PO4 has a negligible desorbing effect on MnII. 

Previous data show that MnII sorbs at vacancy sites on δ-MnO2 during the 

initial rapid phase of AsIII oxidation under the conditions used in this study (Chapter 

2).  No MnII desorption is observed by any desorptive after 4 hours of AsIII oxidation 

(Table 3.1), which is during the initial rapid phase of AsIII oxidation.  Therefore, any 

desorption of MnII after the 4 hour sample is expected to occur at vacancy sites.  The 

lack of MnII desorption from vacancy sites by PO4 and background electrolyte is 

expected because PO4 is only expected to react at edge sites and Na+ is not expected to 

react with vacancy sites as strongly as MnII.  However, the lack of MnII desorption by  
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Figure 3.4.  Amount (nmol) of MnII (left) and AsV (right) desorbed by Ca2+, PO4, 
and background electrolyte (10 mM NaCl, 5 mM MOPS) after 4, 10, 
and 24 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2.  The initial data points 
on each graph (time = 0 hours) correspond to the beginning of 
desorption (initial AsIII oxidation data not shown).  Data shown are 
first ~10 hours of 24 hour desorption experiments. 
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Table 3.1.  Amounts (nmol) and percentages of AsV, AsIII, and MnII desorbed by 
PO4, Ca2+, and background electrolyte (10 mM NaCl, 5mM MOPS) 
after 4, 10, and 24 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2. 

 
* Amount of Mn sorbed could not be determined. 
 

 

Ca2+ during this period suggests that MnII sorbed at vacancy sites is somewhat tightly 

bound and is not readily released into solution. 

When AsIII oxidation proceeds beyond 4 hours, MnII is thought to fill any 

remaining vacancy sites and begin sorbing at edge sites (Chapters 1 and 2).  MnII 

sorption at edge sites is expected to be complete once MnII appears in reactor effluent, 

which occurs at ~ 6 hours (Figure 3.3).  The first observed MnII desorption occurs in 

the 10 hour samples (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3), indicating that MnII sorbed at edge sites is 

more labile than MnII sorbed at vacancy sites.  Interestingly, MnII desorption increases 

slightly from 10 to 24 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2.  This could indicate that 
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MnII sorption at edge sites continues beyond 10 hours, resulting in a larger amount of 

MnII at edge sites susceptible to desorption. 

It has been previously observed that MnIII begins to appear within δ-MnO2 

layers between 4 and 10 hours of AsIII oxidation and remains present until 24 hours, 

under the conditions used in this study (Chapter 2).  However, it is not clear where 

MnIII occurs within the δ-MnO2 structure.  There is evidence that some MnIII in δ-

MnO2 is being formed at edge sites through conproportionation of MnII sorbed on 

MnIV (Chapter 2).  If MnIII is formed at δ-MnO2 edge sites, it would be expected to 

affect both MnII and AsV sorption at these sites.  The increased desorption of MnII by 

Na+ and Ca2+ after 10 and 24 hours provides some evidence for this.  Specifically, 

increased MnII desorption after 10 and 24 hours compared to 10 hours could be due to 

weaker MnII complexes with edge sites composed of MnIII rather than MnIV.  It is also 

possible that MnIII content at edge sites increases slightly from 10 to 24 hours, which 

could also account for the slight increase in MnII desorption at 24 hours. 

AsIII Desorption 

 
No AsIII is desorbed under any conditions in this study (Table 3.1).  This 

observation agrees with previous results indicating that As present on 

phyllomanganate surfaces only occurs as AsV (Chapter 2) (Manning et al., 2002; 

Parikh et al., 2008; Tournassat et al., 2002).  In fact, AsIII flushed from the reactor 

during desorption experiments, in some cases, is less than the predicted value, 
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resulting in an apparent negative desorption (Table 3.1).  Negative AsIII desorption 

indicates that AsIII is either retained in the reactor (e.g. sorption by δ-MnO2) or 

oxidized to AsV more rapidly than it can be flushed out of the reactor.  Because there 

is no evidence of AsIII sorption on phyllomanganates without being oxidized, we must 

assume that negative AsIII desorption is due to rapid oxidation of AsIII.  Overall, the 

amount of AsIII affected by this process appears to be less than 2% of total As 

desorbed, and thus can be considered a negligible amount. 

AsV Desorption 

 
Previous studies have shown that As reacts primarily with edge sites of 

phyllomanganates (Chapter 2) (Manning et al., 2002; Tournassat et al., 2002).  

Therefore, in the current study, it is expected for AsV desorption to occur at edge sites 

of δ-MnO2 rather than vacancy sites.  PO4 is expected to desorb more AsV than 

background electrolyte or Ca2+ because of its similarity to AsV, and due to its known 

ability to compete with AsV for sorption sites on metal oxides (Jackson and Miller, 

2000; Lafferty and Loeppert, 2005; Liu et al., 2001; Parikh et al., 2010).  As discussed 

previously, Ca2+ is expected to react with δ-MnO2 vacancy sites as well as edge sites, 

thus Ca2+ also has the potential to desorb AsV, while background electrolyte is 

expected to react weakly with δ-MnO2 edge sites. 

An interesting trend can be observed by comparing desorption curves in Figure 

3.4 with total AsV desorbed in Table 3.1.  It appears, from Figure 2, that PO4 desorbs 
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more AsV than Ca2+ or background electrolyte after 10 and 24 hours of AsIII oxidation, 

while after 4 hours all three desorptives are equally effective.  However, when 

comparing the total amount desorbed by each desorptive, at 4, 10 and 24 hours there is 

little difference observed between the desorptives at each time (Table 3.1).  The initial 

spike in AsV desorption by PO4 after 10 and 24 hours of reaction is apparently due to a 

more rapid desorption by PO4 compared to Ca2+ and background electrolyte.  This 

initial more rapid desorption indicates that, as expected, PO4 preferentially desorbs 

AsV.  However, the similar amount of total AsV desorbed by all three desorptives over 

24 hours (of desorption) implies that labile AsV can be desorbed by a variety of 

competing ions. 

All three desorptives are equally effective at desorbing AsV after 4 hours of 

reaction between AsIII and δ-MnO2, resulting in only ~30% of sorbed As remaining on 

δ-MnO2 in stable complexes.  This could be due to AsV sorption at different surface 

sites on δ-MnO2, and AsV sorption complexes at some sites being more stable than 

others.  AsV is bound in mononuclear-monodentate as well as binuclear-bidentate 

complexes on the δ-MnO2 surface during the first 4 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-

MnO2 (Chapter 2).  One could hypothesize that the more labile (desorbed) Asv is 

bound in monodentate-mononuclear complexes while the more stable (remaining) AsV 

is bound in binuclear-binuclear complexes. However, it is tenuous to ascribe different 

affinities for desorption to specific sorption complexes based on only these desorption 

data.  Further spectroscopic evidence is required to verify this hypothesis 
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An overall increase in AsV desorption occurs after 10 hours of AsIII oxidation 

by δ-MnO2 (Table 3.1).  Also, a similar amount of AsV desorption occurs at 10 and 24 

hours, with one exception.  The amount of AsV desorbed at 10 hours is more than by 

other treatments at 10 or 24 hours (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4).  In this case, PO4 desorbs 

only ~ 8 – 9 nmol more AsV than the other desorptives, however, this increase 

accounts for ~ 10 % more desorption by PO4 than by Ca2+ or background electrolyte 

and must be assumed to be significant.  Although, it is expected that PO4 can desorb 

more AsV than the other desorptives, it is not clear as to why this is only observed 

after 10 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, and not after 4 or 24 hours. 

After 10 and 24 hours of AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2, two significant changes 

occur for δ-MnO2.  First, MnII begins sorbing at edge sites after the vacancy sites are 

saturated from MnII sorption (at ~6.4 hours) (Chapters 1 and 2).  Also, MnIII appears in 

the Mn octahedral layers between 4 and 10 hours of AsIII oxidation, and increases 

again between 10 and 24 hours (Chapter 2).  The increase in the amount of AsV 

desorbed by all desorptives after 10 and 24 hours (compared to 4 hours) happens 

concurrently with increased competition from MnII for edge sites, and an increase in 

MnIII content within the δ-MnO2 structure (possibly at edge sites).  Thus, increased 

AsV desorption after 4 hours could be a result of direct competition between AsV and 

MnII for sorption sites or weaker bonds between AsV and MnIII (Zhu et al., 2009).  It is 

difficult to distinguish between the effects of increased MnII sorption and increased 

MnIII content at δ-MnO2 edge sites as they seem to occur simultaneously. 
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 Previous studies have also proposed the possibility that As can be bound to 

phyllomanganates via a bridging complex through sorbed Mn (Parikh et al., 2010; 

Tani et al., 2004).  In this study, desorption of AsV by Ca2+, PO4, and background 

electrolyte are very similar, and thus we see no evidence for the presence of AsV-MnII 

bridging complexes.  In previous studies that have observed AsV-MnII bridging 

complexes, traditional batch experiments were used.  Thus, it is possible that by using 

a stirred-flow reactor in this study, bridging complexes were prevented from forming.  

Implications for As Mobility 

 
Phyllomanganates are capable sorbents of AsV, especially during AsIII 

oxidation.  However, in this study, AsV is desorbed to some extent under all conditions 

studied.  Even Na+ (present in background electrolyte) is able to desorb significant 

amounts of AsV, indicating that a portion of As sorbed by Mn-oxides can be 

potentially quite mobile in the environment.  Although a large fraction of sorbed AsV 

can be desorbed from δ-MnO2, there is a certain amount of As that not desorbed under 

any of the conditions studied.  Thus, if As comes in contact with Mn-oxides in nature, 

these minerals could potentially decrease As availability and mobility both by 

oxidation of AsIII and sorption of AsV.  It appears that the potential for AsV and MnII to 

be desorbed from δ-MnO2 is intricately linked to the type of reaction site on the δ-

MnO2 surface to which each is bound, as well as Mn speciation within the δ-MnO2 

structure.  Also, this study emphasizes the importance of understanding mineral 
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structures when interpreting sorption and desorption data, as well as studying these 

processes over time. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The presence of As in soil and water around the world currently poses a 

significant risk to human health and environmental sustainability.  Thus, 

understanding the processes that control As mobility and bioavailability in the 

environment is crucial in developing strategies for limiting human exposure to As 

contamination as well as mitigating contaminated sites.  Mineral surfaces greatly 

influence the mobility and speciation of As in the environment.  Specifically, poorly 

crystalline phyllomanganates capable of oxidizing and sorbing As have the potential to 

dramatically affect the behavior of As in the environment. 

The reactions involved in AsIII oxidation by poorly-crystalline 

phyllomanganates (e.g. δ-MnO2) are quite complex and can change with time.  AsIII 

oxidation by pristine δ-MnO2 initially favors the formation of MnII rather than MnIII 

which suggests that the oxidation of AsIII to AsV by δ-MnO2 occurs via a single two-

electron transfer rather than two, one-electron transfers.  However, MnIII is present in 

the δ-MnO2 structure during AsIII oxidation, especially at later times during the 

reaction.  Thus it appears that MnIII forms through conproportionation of MnII sorbed 

on δ-MnO2, and MnIV in the mineral structure.  This change in Mn speciation in the δ-

MnO2 structure, and on its surface, greatly affects all other reactions that occur during 

AsIII oxidation by δ-MnO2. 
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Passivation is commonly observed during AsIII oxidation by 

phyllomanganates.  The primary factor in passivation of δ-MnO2 during AsIII 

oxidation is Mn speciation.  Passivation of the mineral surface is initiated by sorption 

of MnII at δ-MnO2 edge sites, and can potentially be influenced by formation of MnIII 

sites on the δ-MnO2 surface as AsIII oxidation proceeds.  MnIII reactive sites on the δ-

MnO2 surface are expected to oxidize AsIII to a lesser degree and at a slower rate than 

MnIV sites, while MnII sorbed on δ-MnO2 is expected to block AsIII from reacting with 

the surface.  However, some MnII remains on the δ-MnO2 surface after 24 hours of 

AsIII oxidation, indicating that not all MnII sorbed on the δ-MnO2 surface is oxidized 

to MnIII.  Thus, both MnII sorption and MnIII production seem to play a role in δ-MnO2 

surface passivation. 

δ-MnO2 is capable of sorbing AsV, especially during AsIII oxidation.  However, 

a large portion of AsV sorbed on δ-MnO2 remains quite mobile.  Although some AsV 

sorbed on δ-MnO2 is mobile, a considerable fraction is persistently bound to the 

mineral surface.  It does not appear that AsV sorbed on δ-MnO2 plays a role in 

passivation of the mineral surface during AsIII oxidation. However, the presence of 

MnIII in the δ-MnO2 structure does alter As sorption complexes on the δ-MnO2 

surface. 

Reactions between As and Mn-oxides in the environment have the potential to 

decrease As availability and mobility both by oxidation of AsIII and sorption of AsV. 

However, the mineral structure of Mn-oxides, and especially the oxidation state of Mn 
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within the mineral structure have a dramatic effect on the extent and rates of these 

reactions.  Also, As reactions with δ-MnO2 can be quite complex, and the reactions 

involved vary in their importance over time.  This study clearly demonstrates the value 

of investigating environmentally important sorption and redox reactions over time, and 

the results of this study the underscore the value of understanding mineral structures 

when interpreting sorption and desorption data. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Passivation of Mn-oxides is expected be an important process in the 

environment because of its potential to decrease the reactivity of some of the most 

reactive minerals in nature.  Mn speciation in the δ-MnO2 structure as well as on the δ-

MnO2 surface plays a crucial, determining role in both AsV sorption and AsIII 

oxidation.  However, a better understanding of the reactions controlling Mn speciation 

at the δ-MnO2 surface is needed.  Specifically, the extent and location of MnII / IV 

conproportionation on the δ-MnO2 surface after MnII sorption is not clear.  Also, new 

methods are greatly needed to more accurately determine the proportion of MnII / III / IV 

within Mn-oxide structures. 

AsV sorbed on δ-MnO2, during AsIII oxidation, forms a variety of sorption 

complexes with the mineral surface.  The sorption complexes formed between AsV 

and δ-MnO2 change as Mn oxidation state changes within the Mn-oxide structure.  

Although As can be sorbed by δ-MnO2, a portion of the As which is sorbed remains 

mobile.  Further study is needed to elucidate the mobility of AsV associated with the 

various As-Mn sorption complexes.  Spectroscopic techniques would be extremely 

beneficial in the investigation of As desorption from Mn-oxides.  Understanding the 

stability of sorption complexes of As on Mn-oxide surfaces would be useful in 

predicting As mobility in the environment.  Also, experiments are needed to determine 
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the distribution coefficients (Kd) for As sorption by δ-MnO2 so that the ability of this 

mineral to sorb As can be evaluated in relation to other relevant mineral phases, such 

as iron oxides. 

It is clear that pristine Mn-oxides can have a dramatic effect on As speciation.  

However, the ability of Mn-oxides to oxidize and sorb As seems to decrease as the 

mineral surface becomes passivated.  In the environment, it possible that a limiting 

factor in AsIII oxidation is the availability of pristine Mn-oxide surfaces.  Therefore, it 

is important to develop a better understanding of the rate of biogenic Mn-oxide 

production in the environment as well as the factors limiting production of these 

minerals, such that predictions can be made regarding potential biogenic Mn-oxide 

contents in specific environments. 

It is likely that biogenic Mn-oxides are the dominant Mn-oxide minerals in 

many soils and sediments.  Biogenic Mn-oxides are formed in the exo-cellular 

polymeric substances surrounding microbial cells, and thus regularly interact with 

organic compounds in natural settings.  Therefore, it is important to understand how 

organic compounds in the environment affect the reactivity of Mn-oxides.  Further 

research is needed to determine how organic compounds on Mn-oxide surfaces affect 

the rates and mechanisms of AsIII oxidation by Mn-oxides. 


